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IAbstract
Testing is one important way of validating and verifying the behaviour of software artefacts.
With the use of Model￿Based Engineering comes the need to ensure that the implementa-
tion derived from models actually behaves like speci￿ed in the corresponding models.
In this thesis, we generate unit tests from UML activity diagrams modelling C components.
We use symbolic execution to transform embedded OCL constraints along a control ￿ow
path into a rigorous mathematical program expressed in ‘A Mathematical Programming
Language’ (AMPL). We derive test data from the mathematical program by having it
solved with state￿of￿the￿art constraint solvers. The generated tests will satisfy control
￿ow￿based coverage criteria on the used models. Since unit tests using test data at the
bounds of path constraints do have a higher probability to detect faults, we also use
boundary value analysis for testing. A special focus is on allowing mixed integer non￿
linear programming as well as logical formulas in OCL constraints because we want to put
as little restrictions as possible on the used test models.Contents
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VI1 Introduction
Model￿Based Engineering is a recent technology in the domain of electrical and software
engineering. In Model￿Based Engineering, the speci￿cation of a system is developed as a
model. Graphical modelling languages can give a quick and intuitive overview of a system.
At the same time, one can model very detailed and describe a system bit by bit with formal
modelling languages. Nevertheless, creating a model of a system in practice is an e￿ort
that needs to pay o￿. One way to get a bene￿t from Model-Based Engineering is to use
the design model to automate other tasks in software development. One important task
is testing. In this thesis, we will develop an algorithm to automatically generate relevant
test cases and even working unit test code from the model. We assume a C function as
the implementation to be tested. We will focus on UML activity diagrams modelling the
control ￿ow and behaviour of the C function in a component￿based architecture as test
model. Since it is not a trivial task to transform a UML activity diagram into C/C++
unit test code, we will split the task up into subtasks, specify the interfaces between the
di￿erent steps, and give algorithms for each step. Due to its generic architecture, our
algorithm can be adapted for di￿erent input models, output languages, coverage criteria,
and constraint speci￿cation languages by modi￿cation of only one or two of the subtasks.
1.1 A Real World Problem at Airbus
At Airbus Buxtehude, Model￿Based Engineering shall soon replace the traditional Require-
ment￿Driven Engineering approach. There are some bene￿ts that we hope to be able to
realize with Model-Based Engineering. One bene￿t is the automatic generation of source
code from the design model. Another way to pro￿t from Model￿Based Engineering is to use
the speci￿cation as a test model from which unit test code for the software implementation
could be derived. In Figure 1.1, we visualise the idea of using one activity diagram to
generate both implementation code and unit test code from it. There is a simple activity
diagram in the upper part of the ￿gure, and we show the function implementation that
could have been generated from the activity diagram below on the left hand side. On the
right hand side, the generated test suite is shown containing two tests. Each test is testing
one control ￿ow path.
UML activity diagrams will be used to model the behaviour and the control ￿ow of C
functions. The company Ategoﬁ has already built a proprietary code generator for Airbus
Buxtehude, which generates a folder structure, C source code ￿les, and C header ￿les from
a UML model, and ￿lls function bodies with code generated from UML activities. The
fact that the code is generated, however, does not make it fault￿free. We still need to
validate the generated code by unit tests. The task in this thesis is to demonstrate how
engineers can be supported in building the unit tests for the generated code. We decided
to automate the generation of C++ unit tests from UML activity diagrams.
It is common knowledge that one should not generate both the source code and the unit
test from the same model. The design model needs to be independent from the test
model. Otherwise, one ends up testing the implementation against itself, while errors in
the model that have spread to both the source code and the unit test are overlooked.
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Figure 1.1: Example of an activity diagram with a corresponding C implementation and C
unit tests
On the other hand, building a test model completely independent from the design model
imposes much additional e￿ort. The decision was to share the structure of the activity
diagram between code generation and test generation. While the code generation uses
procedural C code snippets that are embedded in the model, the test generation only relies
on embedded declarative OCL constraints. Since we are using two di￿erent programming
paradigms as input for code generation and test data generation, we assume the generated
C implementation to be independent from the generated unit tests.
1.2 Outline of this Thesis
This thesis focuses on generating unit tests from UML activity diagrams with embedded
OCL constraints. Our approach is based on graph search algorithms to generate abstract
test scenarios. We use symbolic execution and constraint solving to make the test model
executable and automatically ￿nd useful test data to test the implementation. We put
some emphasis on mixed￿integer￿non￿linear arithmetic constraints and will evaluate the
limits of state￿of￿the￿art solver implementations.
1.2.1 Model Transformations
We transform a UML activity diagram into a rigorous, executable, mathematical repre-
sentation. We decided to use multiple subsequent model transformations to carry out
this transformation stepwise. In Section 3.2 we will specify how the activity diagram is
transformed to an intermediate representation. During this transformation we can check
design rules and ensure properties of the intermediate representation that are necessary
in subsequent steps. From this intermediate representation we describe in Section 3.3 a
model￿to￿text transformation to ‘A Mathematical Programming Language’ (AMPL).
21.2.2 Symbolic Execution
In order to make UML activity diagrams executable for test data generation we will trans-
form all relevant constraints embedded in the UML model into a mathematical program.
Executing a certain control ￿ow path in the activity diagram means generating the cor-
responding mathematical program. The mathematical program will be stated in AMPL
syntax. A mathematical program in AMPL consists of an AMPL model and AMPL data.
One activity diagram will be transformed into one AMPL model and the currently exe-
cuted control ￿ow path can be speci￿ed in the AMPL data.
When building the AMPL model from the activity diagram, we have to be careful that
the semantics of the resulting AMPL model corresponds with the semantics the modeller
originally had in mind. We support the user by automatically adding constraints that
would be cumbersome to make explicit manually.
1.2.3 State￿Of￿The￿Art Constraint Solver Implementations
A great advantage of a commonly used mathematical programming language is that industrial￿
strength solvers are available. The AMPL program corresponding to a possible control ￿ow
path in the activity diagram will be solved with a state￿of￿the￿art solver. Then we obtain
test data from the results of the constraint solver. The generated test data includes pos-
sible input arguments for the C function that implements the activity diagram. Also, all
expected return values as well as values for class properties before and after the execution
of the activity diagram are included.
A suitable solver needs to be selected depending on the problem formulation. Not every
solver can solve every AMPL program, and not every AMPL program is an instance of an
easy￿to￿solve problem. An overview of the problems that are considered throughout this
thesis can be found in Section 2.2.
1.2.4 Results
A practical result of this thesis is an Eclipse plug-in that automatically generates unit tests
from activity diagrams. The plug-in comes with a set of example models. Each example
is an instance of a di￿erent mathematical problem and thus needs an appropriate solver
to be solved successfully. Moreover, we performed an industrial case study using a model
of the PAX￿Call system, which is part of an Airbus product. We added the missing OCL
constraints and successfully generated test cases for the largest activity diagram within the
model. Finally, we experimentally determined the scalability of the implementation.
1.3 Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized in three chapters. In the chapter Preliminaries, we
will refer to related work (Section 2.1), give an overview of the theory of mathematical
programming and constraint programming (Section 2.2), and explain the mathematical
programming language AMPL.
In the chapter Generating Unit Tests from a UML Activity, we ￿rst give a short overview of
the overall algorithm we are proposing (Section 3.1), and then explain the ￿ve subsequent
steps of the algorithm (Sections 3.2 ￿ 3.6). Each of them can be viewed as model￿to￿model,
model￿to￿text, or text￿to￿model transformation.
The chapter Evaluation presents the example collection (Section 4.2) that has been tested
with the implemented Eclipse plug-in and elaborates on the strengths of di￿erent solvers.
3We measured the runtime of our algorithm with di￿erent solvers and performed mutation
tests with the generated test suits. The case study (Section 4.3) can be found in this fourth
chapter as well. We experimentally determined the scalability of our implementation within
our case study. Finally, we will also sum up problems that could not be solved within this
thesis (Section 4.5).
42 Preliminaries
Throughout this thesis we will develop a complicated algorithm. We will rely on existing
technology and knowledge throughout the third and the fourth chapter. Thus, in this
chapter we present a minimal mindset that is helpful to understand the presented algorithm
and reproduce our argumentation.
First, we will present in Literature Review what others did to solve problems similar to
ours. Then we will provide a little background knowledge on the computability of di￿erent
specializations of the constraint satisfaction problem and the algorithms that are applied to
the considered problems in Mathematical Foundations. ‘A Mathematical Programming
Language’ (AMPL) is used in the presented algorithm; thus, we will explain the basic
concepts of AMPL in The AMPL Modelling System.
2.1 Literature Review
Model￿Based Testing emerged in the 1990s. A variety of di￿erent modelling paradigms and
languages as well as test generation methods have been proposed since then. Model￿Based
Testing has also been applied in di￿erent scopes, such as, for unit testing or system testing.
Mark Utting o￿ers in [1] a possible classi￿cation of approaches to Model￿Based Testing in
seven orthogonal dimensions. In Figure 2.1, we see an overview of possible categorisations
of Model￿Based Testing approaches. Any work on Model￿Based Testing roughly consists
of three important steps: Specifying what the test model is, generating some abstract
representation of test cases, and re￿ning the abstract test cases into concrete executable
test cases by determining the necessary input data and potentially also providing an oracle
value for the expected output. The rest of this section is structured according to those
three steps and in each subsection we will shortly present the propositions made in di￿erent
publications and use Mark Utting’s taxonomy to classify them and to position our own
thesis relative to them.
2.1.1 Test Models
In [2] Lackner and Schlinglo￿ propose to build a test model independently from the im-
plementation. Their test models modelled the behaviour of the system. They present
three transition￿based modelling paradigms suitable for automated test case generation:
Abstract State Machines, UML2 State Machines, and Timed Automata. Early research on
Model￿Based Testing performed by A. Abdurazik and Je￿ O￿utt [3] also proposed using
UML state charts as test model to generate system level test cases from them. The same
authors proposed in [4] UML collaboration diagrams as test models. Stephan Wei￿leder
and Dehla Sokenou propose in [5] using UML state models together with UML class mod-
els, and OCL pre￿ and post￿conditions as test models.
It is very common to use state machines as the test model, while less research is performed
on generating unit tests from UML activity diagrams. Wang Linzhang et al. propose
in [6] using UML activity diagrams. They propose to generate test cases from an Activ-
ity modelling an operation in the design model. They also claim to have implemented a
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the taxonomy of Model-Based Testing approaches [1]
proof￿of￿concept tool called UMLTGF, which, unfortunately, was unavailable for review.
In [7] Debasish Kundu and Debasis Samanta consider UML activity diagrams specifying
use cases of the system under test.
Achim D. Bruckner and Burkhard Wol￿ propose in [8] a full theorem prover and constraint
solver based approach to test generation. Thus, their input models are entered by means
of a functional programming paradigm. They consider models of the system under test as
well as additional information about how the system shall be tested as test model.
For our own work we use as test model some details from the UML class model and an
UML activity diagram modelling the inner workings of the unit under test. The unit under
test is in our case a C function. The model we use for test generation shares its control
￿ow structure with the model used to generate the implementation similar to [6]. The in-
formation needed to be able to derive test data is added separately to the test model, not
shared with the design model, in the form of OCL pre￿ and post￿conditions and guards.
The use of OCL constraints is similar to the work of Stephan Wei￿leder and Dehla Sokenou
[5]. Furthermore, our input models are deterministic, untimed, and discrete.
2.1.2 Test Generation
In test generation, coverage criteria are a widely accepted means to measure the quality of
a test suite and steer the test generation. Aynur Abdurazik and Je￿ O￿utt proposed in [3]
a handfull of coverage criteria concerned with the structure of the test model. By structure
we mean the nodes and the arcs of the state chart they used as input. They present path
search algorithms to ￿nd transitions sequences ful￿lling the proposed coverage criteria.
Puneet E. Patel and Nitin N. Patil compare in [9] two di￿erent path ￿nding algorithm
selecting control ￿ow paths within an activity diagram as abstract test cases. Similarly,
[7] and [6] propose a kind of graph search as technology to ￿nd suitable test cases.
Stephan Wei￿leder and Dehla Sokenou presented in [5] a data oriented approach to select
6test cases. They propose to use abstract interpretation to derive partitions of the domain
of input values. They then propose to select values at the boundaries of the computed
partitions as test data. In Stephan Wei￿leders Ph.D Thesis [10] we found the most detailed
and complete collection of di￿erent model￿structure and data￿oriented coverage criteria.
Furthermore, a formal de￿nition of the coverage criteria is given. The source code of
ParTeG, the proof￿of￿concept tool associated with this thesis, is freely available and we
were able to test it. It uses graph search in combination with abstract interpretation and a
comprehensive framework allowing the user to steer which coverage criteria the generated
test cases will adhere to.
A comprehensive approach to automated test generation based on automated theorem
proving and constraint solving is presented by Achim D. Brucker and Burkhart Wol￿ in
[8]. They generate test cases by applying natural deduction to a test case speci￿cation
given in the input language of a theorem prover. The so called test theorem resulting from
the natural deduction is a sequence of executable statements that serves as abstract test
case. With constraint solving concrete test data is computed for each abstract test case.
In our thesis we use an easy to implement path search algorithm to generate abstract
test cases. The path search is supported by symbolic execution and constraint solving to
determine infeasible paths.
2.1.3 Test Data Generation
Chen Minsong et al. [11] combine random test case and data generation with graph
structure oriented coverage criteria. Their approach is to generate random executable
unit tests for a Java implementation and matching the execution traces of the randomly
generated unit tests with the control ￿ow paths found in an activity diagram. They then
select a subset from the test cases, which covers all simple paths in the test model. A
simple path is a control ￿ow path without cycles. This is a randomised approach to test
data generation combined with a structural model coverage criterion. Jan Peleska et al.
[12] describe a combination of abstract interpretation with constraint solving using an
SMT solver in order to generate test data. They consider the execution of a test model as
consecutive execution of a state transition function, which changes the state of the system.
They have the iterated state transition function and further predicates solved by an SMT
solver and support the solver by providing it with bounds for some variables deduced via
abstract interpretation.
Using OCL as input and trying to obtain test data by solving OCL constraints there have
been several proposals on how exactly to ￿nd models making an OCL formula true. Shaukat
Ali et al. proposed in [13] using evolutionary or genetic algorithms to search for potential
solutions of OCL constraints. Matthias P. Krieger and Alexander Knapp proposed in [14]
using a SAT solver to ￿nd instantiations of variables ful￿lling OCL constraints. They
suppose to transform OCL formulas into boolean formulas with bounded quanti￿ers and
uninterpreted functions. Consequently they use a model ￿nder, based on a SAT solver,
capable of handling those formulas to ￿nd assignments to the variables.
In [15] Jan Malburg and Gordon Fraser propose a hybrid approach. On the top level they
use a genetic algorithm evolving a population of candidate test data internally they provide
guidance to the genetic algorithm by providing a special mutation operator performing
dynamic symbolic execution. Also the white￿box unit test tool PEX [16] from Microsoft ﬁ
research is based on dynamic symbolic execution. Both publications, [15] and [16], propose
to execute the implementation with random input values and generate new input values
by collecting all path conditions along the executed control ￿ow. Then they negate one of
the path conditions and use a constraint solver to ￿nd a solution for the new constraint
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system. The generated solution is new input data which is guaranteed to take another
control ￿ow path in the program.
Our own test data generation approach is based on symbolic execution of control ￿ow
paths in an activity diagram and constraint solving using a collection of solvers through a
common interface. We collect all the constraints along a control ￿ow path and represent
them in a constraint satisfaction problem which is solved by a constraint solver.
2.2 Mathematical Foundations
Constraint solving is a common technique to derive answers to particular questions. De-
pending on the constraint satisfaction problem instance there might exist an algorithm and
even a software implementation that can compute the answer to our question. A major
task in this thesis is to transform a control ￿ow path in an activity diagram into a math-
ematical program, that is, a constraint satisfaction problem, and to apply a constraint
solver.
Depending on the used test model the resulting mathematical program will be an instance
of one of the problems presented in this section. Since currently existing solvers are always
specialized on particular problems one needs to understand of which problem this math-
ematical program is an instance. Certain problems are a specialization of more general
problems. In Figure 2.2, we give an overview of the problems presented in this Section
and visualise which problems are generalisations or specializations of each other. An arrow
from A to B means that B is a generalisation of A.
Some mathematical programs are harder to solve than others. Instances of more gen-
eral problems are usually harder to solve than instances of a specialized problem. More
specialized problems restrict the expressiveness of constraints that are allowed in its in-
stances. We are especially interested in problems that allow our test models to be most
expressive and are just specialized enough that we can ￿nd a useful solver for the resulting
mathematical program. Those are the user￿friendly problems. When we do not need the
expressiveness of a general problem we can use specialized solvers computing solutions of
8the mathematical programs very quick. Those are the easy￿to￿solve problems.
In Characteristics of Problems and Solver Methods we introduce de￿nitions that will be
used to characterise problems and methods and explain the implications of those charac-
teristics for constraint solving. For every presented problem we will mention their char-
acteristics. In Sections 2.2.2￿2.2.7 we present di￿erent means to express constraints and
introduce a variety of problems. In Properties of the Search Space we will present proper-
ties of variables and introduce further problems.
2.2.1 Characteristics of Problems and Solver Methods
We characterise the solvers used by two orthogonal properties: the decidability of the
problem they solve, and the tractability of the method they implement.
Decidability of Problems
Not every problem presented in the following subsections will be decidable. We denoted
undecidable problems with a solid grey background in Figure 2.2.
De￿nition 1 (decidability) A problem is decidable if an algorithm solving that problem
exists.
When the problem is decidable we can assume that there is an exact solver available. An
exact solver will tell for a problem instance that the problem has no solution only if there
really is no solution. If it returns a solution we assume it is correct.
When a problem is undecidable, on the other hand, that means there can never be an
algorithm solving all instances of this problem. Still, there exist heuristics that try to
handle undecidable problems. A heuristic may ￿nd a solution for a given problem instance
if it is lucky, or just terminate without ￿nding a solution although one exists, or it might
run forever, or even just return a wrong answer. For instances of undecidable problems
a heuristic telling that there is no solution just means that this particular search was not
lucky and returned answers might not be correct solutions. For example, it can return a
sub￿optimal point for an optimisation. In most cases the answer of a heuristic is good
enough to be useful in practice. If a heuristic did not ￿nd a solution one could start again
with di￿erent parameters for the heuristic, for example, another starting point, or one
could use another solver. In practice one will run a heuristic until a certain time limit has
been reached.
Tractability of Algorithms and Heuristics
Algorithms and heuristics can be tractable or intractable.
De￿nition 2 (tractability) A method is tractable if its worst case runtime is in O(un)
for a constant n.
For some problems like the linear programming (LP) explained in Section 2.2.5 there exist
tractable algorithms. In Figure 2.2, problems for which a tractable algorithm exists have
a lined background. For other problems there can be instances that are NP￿complete,
for example, the boolean satis￿ability problem (SAT) presented in Section 2.2.6. Any
algorithm solving an NP￿complete problem will be intractable. Problems for which no
tractable algorithm exists are marked with a squared background in Figure 2.2.
If the algorithm or heuristic used to solve a certain problem instance is tractable, we know
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Figure 2.3: Two￿dimensional search space and three di￿erent subsets forming a constraint
satisfaction problem
that we can expect an answer even for large problem instances after a moderate amount
of time. For intractable algorithms the runtime might grow exponentially and therefore
make it practically infeasible to compute an answer to a given problem instance. For
practical problems it is often the case that an intractable algorithm or heuristic has a
non￿exponential average runtime. The simplex algorithm is a good example for such an
algorithm. Its worst case runtime is exponential but for problems occurring in practice its
runtime grows linear with the number of constraints.
Further Considerations
Among the decidable problems those with a tractable algorithm are especially easy￿to￿
solve. Whenever it is possible to state a certain problem as an instance of such an easy￿to￿
solve problem it is advisable to do so. If all constraints in the used test model are instances
of an easy￿to￿solve problem, one can be sure that there is a suitable solver solving the
problem correct in a moderate amount of time with respect to the size of the problem.
Restricting the expressiveness of constraints to decidable problems can be a strong limita-
tion for the user, and is not strictly required for constraint solving. It is not always easy
or impossible to express constraints as a problem instance of a decidable problem that
can be solved by a tractable algorithm. Consequently we will also consider using solvers
for decidable problems with intractable algorithms as well as solvers for undecidable prob-
lems implementing tractable and intractable heuristics. A solver is useful in practice if it
has a fair chance to produce a useful answer and if it reports useful answers for practical
instances in average after a moderate amount of time.
2.2.2 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
In a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) the task is to assign values v(xi) to a set of
variables X = (x1;:::;xn) from a search space S = D1  :::  Dn such that all relations
c1;:::;ck between the variables hold. We call those relations c1;:::;ck constraints. Di is
called the domain of xi, n is the number of variables, and k the number of constraints. We
10can formalise a constraint satisfaction problem as shown in equations (2.1)￿(2.3) [17].
ci  S 8i 2 [1:::k] (2.1)
￿nd: v(xi) 2 Di 8i 2 [1:::n]j (2.2)
subject to: (v(x1);:::;v(xn)) 2 cj 8j 2 [1:::k] (2.3)
De￿nition 3 (feasible solution) Any point in S ful￿lling all constraints is called a fea-
sible solution.
De￿nition 4 (feasible set) The set of all feasible solutions is called the feasible set.
The feasible set is the intersection of all constraints. If the feasible set is the empty set we
call the problem infeasible. Solving a constraint satisfaction problem means ￿nding one
feasible solution.
Practically, constraints are often speci￿ed as boolean terms over a subset of X. For ex-
ample x1 = x2 or 0  x1  1. It is possible to extend any relation between x1 and x2
to a n-ary relation between x1;:::;xn. In the extended relation all possible values are
permitted for the variables not contained in the term.
In general, there are no restrictions on the domains of the variables. They could be contin-
uous, discrete, ￿nite, and in￿nite. Well￿known domains are integer, real, boolean but city
names or all triangles similar to an equilateral triangle could also form a domain. Similarly,
the constraints can have arbitrary properties. Even a fractal set would be acceptable as
constraint.
In Figure 2.3, we can see a two￿dimensional continuous search space and three sets. One
that could be assembled by a union of intersections of half￿spaces, another that has an
arbitrary shape, and the last set that consists of discrete points marked by the crosses. Any
of the points within the intersection of those three sets is a solution to the corresponding
CSP.
The CSP in its general form is undecidable but there are decidable specializations with
a few restrictions on the kind of constraints and domains. For example a CSP with all
variables in B is decidable.
2.2.3 Optimisation Problem
An optimisation problem (OP) is a constraint satisfaction problem with a real￿valued
objective function f : S 7! R where constraints are speci￿ed in terms of real￿valued
functions g1;:::;gk : S 7! R. We call those functions constraint functions. The search
space is Rn. The task is to ￿nd a feasible point that minimises the objective function f.
minimise: f(X) (2.4)
subject to: gi(X)  0 8i 2 [1;:::;k] (2.5)
We distinguish two kinds of optima, the local optimum and the global optimum. Global
optima are in general much more di￿cult to ￿nd than local optima.
De￿nition 5 (local optimum) A local optimum is a feasible solution that minimises the
objective function within a neighbouring set of feasible solutions.
De￿nition 6 (global optimum) A global optimum is a feasible solution that gives the
minimal value for the objective function among all feasible solutions.
11In practice equations are also used as constraints. In equation (2.5),  is permitted as well
as an arbitrary constant on the right￿hand side.
In this thesis only linear objective functions are considered. For linear objective functions
that are not constant any optimum can be found on the boundaries of the feasible set.
That is why the word boundary value will be used as an equivalent for local optimum.
Using a constant objective function relaxes the problem, since with a constant objective
function every feasible point is a global optimum.
The OP is undecidable, but there are very successful heuristics available. One way to tackle
an OP is to add quadratic penalty terms to the objective function, which are growing
when a constraint is violated. Then one selects an arbitrary starting point and applies
a descend method such as Newton’s method to ￿nd a local minimum of the augmented
objective function. One can try this local search with a descend method multiple times
from di￿erent starting points and then select among the points found the one that gives
the lowest value for the objective function. With a high likelihood, this algorithm will
￿nd a feasible point, and the global optimum could have been among the computed local
optima.
2.2.4 Convex Optimisation Problem
The convex optimisation problem (COP) is a decidable specialization of the optimisation
problem for which tractable algorithms exist [18].
De￿nition 7 (convex set) A set C in a vector space S is said to be convex i￿ for all
points x and y in C and all t 2 [0;1], the point (1   t)x + ty is in C.
De￿nition 8 (convex function) A function f is convex i￿ for any two values x and y
the inequality f(x + (1   )y)  f(x) + (1   )f(y) with  2 [0;1] holds.
A convex optimisation problem is an optimisation problem with a convex objective function
and convex constraint functions. The intersection of convex sets is a convex set itself and
the set fx 2 Rnjgi(x)  0g is a convex set if gi is a convex function. Consequently the
feasible set is also convex. For convex optimisation problems every local optimum is a
global optimum.
The convex optimisation problem is decidable and additionally there are tractable interior
point methods solving instances of that problem. Interior point methods ￿rst need a
feasible point as starting point. The objective function is augmented by logarithmic barrier
functions for each constraint with a form factor to steer the steepness of these barriers.
Now a descend method is applied to ￿nd the lowest point. Then repeatedly the barriers
are made steeper and the last point found is used as a new starting point. The repetition
ends when a stop criterion is ful￿lled [18].
2.2.5 Linear Programming
Within the class of convex optimisation problems there are many special cases. One special-
ization of the convex optimisation problem is linear programming (LP). In linear program-
ming every constraint can be represented as linear inequality and the objective function
is an a￿ne function. The canonical form of a linear program consists of a matrix A and
two vectors c and b as shown in the equations (2.6)-(2.7). The relation  is evaluated
componentwise.
minimise: cTXT (2.6)
subject to: AXT  b (2.7)
12By removing the objective function or setting c = 0 the problem is slightly relaxed. For-
mulations containing also equations in the constraints on some components of X can be
transformed to an equivalent problem in the canonical form. Also, maximisation of the
objective function might be required instead of a minimisation. Further the relation 
might replace the  for some components of the constraint. In practice we will use all of
these formulations.
An example of a linear program is given in equations (2.8)-(2.9).
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Linear programs can e￿ciently be solved with an implementation of the simplex algorithm
[19]. Although its worst case runtime is exponential the average runtime grows linearly
with the number of constraints. For a geometric interpretation of the simplex algorithm we
interpret the constraints as a set of hyper￿planes in an n￿dimensional space. The feasible
region is a polyeder whose faces are within the hyper￿planes de￿ned by the constraints.
The simplex algorithm starts at an arbitrary exposed point of this polyeder and then
moves along one edge to another exposed point with a better objective value. This step is
repeated until the exposed point with the minimal or maximal objective value is found.
2.2.6 Boolean Satis￿ability Problems
In a classic boolean satis￿ability problem (SAT) all variables are within the boolean domain
and can take the values true and false or 0 and 1 respectively. The constraint relations
are expressed by a boolean formula. The task is to ￿nd an assignment to the variables
that makes the formula true. A simple example of a boolean formula is given in equation
(2.10).
x1 ^ :x2 _ :x1 ^ x2 (2.10)
Any boolean formula can be normalised to a conjunction of disjunctive clauses, the so￿
called conjunctive normal form. The boolean satis￿ability problem is decidable, but be-
longs to the class of NP-complete problems. Thus, algorithms solving this problem are
intractable. However, there are specializations of the SAT problem for which a solution
can be computed in polynomial time, for example the horn satis￿ability problem (HORN￿
SAT). In HORN￿SAT the boolean formulas are restricted to horn formulas. A horn formula
consists of a conjunction of horn clauses. A horn clause is a disjunctive clause with at most
one positive literal. A literal can either be a variable (positive literal) or the negation of a
variable (negative literal).
DPLL [20] is a classic algorithm solving the boolean satis￿ability problem. The DPLL al-
gorithm combines a backtracking search and local consistency checks. In the backtracking
step one literal is selected and the problem splits up in two sub￿problems, one in which
the selected literal is assigned true and one, where it is set to false. All disjunctive clauses
that become true by the assignment can be removed from the formula, and from those
clauses that do not evaluate to true the assigned literal is removed. When there is a clause
consisting of only one literal this literal can only be assigned in one way to make that
clause true. In unit propagation this literal will be assigned and all clauses containing
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literal the literal is removed. Unit propagation is repeated until there are no more clauses
containing a single literal. Next, pure literals are eliminated. A pure literal is a literal
that is only present with one polarity. When a variable is for example only occurring as
negative literal one can assign that variable to false and all clauses containing the negative
literal are evaluating to true and can be removed. If in the end there is one empty clause,
that is, a clause for which all literals are assigned and evaluated to false, then the current
sub￿problem is not satis￿able and one has to backtrack. If there are no more clauses left
that means for the current assignment of literals every clause contains at least one literal
evaluating to true then a satisfying assignment for the variables has been found.
2.2.7 Satis￿ability Modulo Theories
An important generalisation of the SAT is the satis￿ability modulo theories (SMT) problem.
Here, instead of literals, sentences can appear that evaluate to true or false in some theory.
Common background theories used for SMT are the free theory, linear arithmetic, or the
theory of bit vectors. In the equations (2.11)-(2.12) we see an example formula containing
propositions in linear arithmetic, integer arithmetic, and one boolean literal.
x1;x2 2 R; x3 2 Z; x4 2 B (2.11)
(x1  5) ^ ( x2  10) _ (x3 = 2) ^ x4 (2.12)
The decidability of SMT problem formulations depends on the background theories used. If
the SMT is restricted to a set of decidable background theories then the SMT is decidable.
If undecidable theories such as non￿linear arithmetic including transcendent functions are
allowed then the SMT is undecidable. The well￿known SMT solver CVC currently imple-
ments a large number of logical theories and their combinations [21].
2.2.8 Properties of the Search Space
Every specialization of the CSP is imposing constraints on the formulation of constraints
and on the selection of domains. For the problems presented so far, we focused on the way
constraints are stated. In this section we present further problems that can be obtained
by strengthening or relaxing the constraints imposed on the selection of domains.
Mixed Integer Programming
Domains can either be continuous or discrete. The optimisation problem as well as linear
programming permits only continuous domains. They can be generalised by allowing vari-
ables in the discrete integer domain.
Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is a generalisation of linear programming allow-
ing variables in the integer domain. While linear programming can be solved in polynomial
time, the introduction of variables with discrete domains makes the problem NP-complete.
A famous instance of this problem is the knapsack problem. In the knapsack problem it
is the objective to maximise the value of undividable objects in a container where each
object has a value and a weight. The sum of the weights must stay below a threshold.
Mixed integer linear programming is decidable.
Mixed integer non￿linear programming (MINLP) is a generalisation of the optimisation
problem allowing variables in the integer domain as well as the real domain. This problem
14contains many instances that are known to be infeasible to solve. A well￿known instance
is the factorisation of a number with two prime factors. Mixed integer non￿linear pro-
gramming is just as the optimisation problem undecidable. But while to the optimisation
problem tractable heuristics similar to the algorithms for the convex optimisation problem
can be applied the introduction of discrete variables also makes intractable heuristics nec-
essary to solve mixed integer non￿linear programs. An instance of mixed integer non￿linear
programming is as follows:
x1;x2 2 Z; x3 2 R (2.13)
minimise: x3 (2.14)
subject to: x2
1 + x2
2   10:5 + x3  0 (2.15)
subject to: x3  0 (2.16)
One possible solution to this problem is x1 = 1 and x2 = 3 and the optimal value for x3
is 0:5. Without the integral constraint on x1 and x2 the solution to this problem instance
could be computed by an interior point method in polynomial runtime; x3 would then be
0. With x1;x2 2 N one can estimate an upper and a lower bound for x1 and x2 and then
needs to try out all combinations of possible values for those two variables.
To solve mixed integer linear programs a combination of di￿erent methods is used. One
strategy is the cutting￿planes method. For cutting￿planes ￿rst the optimal solution of the
continuous relaxation is computed. The continuous relaxation of a mixed integer linear
program is the linear program where all discrete domains are replaced by corresponding
continuous domains. For example, the set f1;2;3g could be replaced by the interval [1;3]
If the optimal solution is integral in all the components that are required to be an integer
we are done. If that is not the case a constraint is added such that all feasible solutions
are still within the new feasible set, but the currently optimal solution of the continuous
relaxation is excluded. Then, the solution of the continuous relaxation of the new problem
is computed. This repeats until no more additional constraint can be found or the solution
is integral in those components that are required to be integral. Mathematicians have
found a variety of strategies to generate those additional constraints for the cutting￿planes
method. Another strategy is the branch￿and￿bound method. In branch￿and￿bound, the
solution of the continuous relaxation is computed ￿rst and, in case the integrality con-
straints are not satis￿ed, the problem is split into sub￿problems excluding the current
solution of the continuous relaxation. For example the problem above might be split up
into two sub￿problems, by one time adding the constraint x2  1 and one time adding
x2  0 to the original problem. This separation would exclude all solutions with x2 be-
tween 0 and 1. The solution of the continuous relaxation, however, gives a lower bound
for the optimal value. An upper bound for the optimal value of a sub￿problem can be
gained by a heuristic. If the lower bound of sub￿problem A is above the upper bound for
sub￿problem B then sub￿problem A can be pruned. Thus, large portions of the search
space are excluded from the search.
The same methods can be applied to mixed integer non￿linear programming analogous.
But for them it is not an algorithm but only a good working heuristic.
Finite Constraint Satisfaction Problem
When each domain is a ￿nite set then the search space is also ￿nite. We call a con-
straint satisfaction problem with ￿nite search space a ￿nite constraint satisfaction problem
(FCSP). In fact, on a computer, a real number is stored in IEEE 754 ￿oating point format,
which is a ￿nite discretization of the real numbers.
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solution or deny the existence of a solution after exhaustive search, thus it is decidable. In
practice the search space is ￿nite but often too large for exhaustive search.
Instances of the ￿nite constraint satisfaction problem can be solved by reducing the do-
mains of variables by constraint propagation and checking locally for consistency and back-
tracking when an inconsistency is found [22]. Constraint propagation is a kind of logical
inference and based on rules for reasoning. For example from the two constraints x  5
and y  x one can conclude that y  5, thus the domain of y has been reduced. Examples
of working constraint logic programming systems are B-Prolog and SWI-Prolog [23].
2.3 The AMPL Modelling System
‘A Mathematical Programming Language’ (AMPL) from Robert Fourer [24] is a math-
ematical programming language language and also a software system interfacing di￿erent
solvers capable of ￿nding valid assignments for variables in an AMPL program, that is,
an instance of the constraint satisfaction problem or one of its specializations presented in
Section 2.2. An AMPL program consists of two parts: the AMPL model and the AMPL
data. The AMPL software system additionally provides a command language allowing the
user to interact with the solver.
In this section we will shortly explain the standard work ￿ow with the command language
and the concepts of the AMPL model language and the AMPL data language that are
needed in this thesis.
2.3.1 Command Language
When AMPL is started in interactive mode it shows a command prompt requiring the user
to either enter commands or directly modify the AMPL model. When AMPL is started
with an AMPL script in the command line arguments it operates in batch mode. The
normal work￿ow using AMPL is to load an AMPL model from a ￿le or to enter the AMPL
model directly in the console. Then one switches into the data entering mode and inputs
speci￿c values for every parameter of the loaded AMPL model or directly loads the data
from a ￿le. Now the AMPL program is ready to be solved by one of the solvers interfacing
with AMPL. Therefore, we need to tell AMPL which solver shall be used and possibly set
some further options. Then the solve command is issued and AMPL will return as soon as
either a solution is found, or an error has occurred, or the AMPL program has been found
to be infeasible. When AMPL returns from the solve process reporting that a solution has
been found, one will use the show command to print the satisfying variable assignments.
Furthermore, AMPL provides commands to reset the currently loaded data or data and
model. Commands for making on the ￿y modi￿cations to the AMPL model and data
without a complete reset are also available. For detailed reference of the commands the
AMPL system supports, we refer to the AMPL reference manual in the appendix of [24].
2.3.2 Modelling Language
The AMPL modelling language is the means used to formalise parameterised constraint
satisfaction problems. The modelling language supports several model entities. The sup-
ported model entities relevant for our thesis are sets, parameters, variables, constraints,
and objectives. Further we are using set expressions, index expressions, and arithmetic or
logical expressions. We will start by explaining the expression types and then introduce
16the aforementioned model entities in the given order. For detailed reference we refer to
[24].
Expressions
Set and Index Expressions A set expression speci￿es a collection of values. The easiest
way to specify a set is by explicitly naming each element, for example, 1 2 3 4 speci￿es
the set f1;2;3;4g. A set containing a range of integers can also be speci￿ed more e￿ciently
by stating 1..4. AMPL supports some set operations allowing one to specify the union or
intersection of two set expressions.
Another important expression using the set expressions are index expressions. An index
expression consists of an index variable and a set expression specifying the values that
are assigned to the index variable one after another. Index expressions are used to iterate
through a collection. An index expression in AMPL looks like {i in 0..4} where i is the
index variable, which takes any integer value from 0 to 4.
Arithmetic, Logic, and Relation Expressions In AMPL arithmetic and logical expres-
sions can be composed of a variety of arithmetic functions, constant values, variables,
and parameters. AMPL has built in the basic arithmetic logical operations such as
+,-,*,/,and,or,not and also the exponentiation and further additional functions like sin,
cos, if--then--else. The set of functions available in AMPL can be extended further
by loading external function libraries. The syntax of the arithmetic, logic and relation ex-
pressions in the AMPL modelling language is very intuitive. Examples of valid expressions
evaluating to true or false are: x<5; a=sin(b); (a=5) and (not (b<=sin(c))) . Ex-
pressions returning a numerical value are: x; if (x<=5) then (10) else (11) ; cos(b);
max(a,b,10). We assume the used literals x, a, b and c to be names of declared variables
or parameters.
Sets
A set is a container holding a collection of values. It is declared with the keyword set, it
has a name and attributes. A set can have several dimensions, be ordered or unordered,
and the default content can be speci￿ed. The content of the set can be required to be a
subset of some set expression. A set expression is used to specify the elements contained in
a set. The content of a set can be directly speci￿ed in the model or data section. When the
content of a certain set is speci￿ed in the data then the model only contains a declaration
of the set.
The simplest set declaration would be: set A; just declaring a one dimensional set named A
whose contents have to be speci￿ed in the data section. set A within 0..4 default 1 3;
declares the set A whose content need to be a subset of f0;1;2;3;4g and by default, when
nothing else is speci￿ed in the data, the set will hold the elements 1 and 3.
Parameters
A parameter holds a numerical value that can be accessed anywhere in the model. It is ￿xed
and its value is usually speci￿ed in the data section. A basic parameter declaration looks
like this: param b;. This expression speci￿es a parameter b that can be used anywhere in
the model. More sophisticated features of parameters will not be used in this thesis.
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A variable in AMPL has an identi￿er and holds a numerical value. It can either be in a
discrete or continuous domain, and it can have an upper and a lower bound. A variable
with a continuous domain is declared by the statement: var x;. A variable with discrete
domain is declared by the statement: var x integer;. Any model entity can be declared
as an indexed collection by appending an index expression to the declaration. A variable
being declared as an indexed collection of variables will look like this: var x{i in 0..4};.
This statement essentially declares 5 di￿erent variables namely x[0], ..., x[4]. Variables
can, just like parameters, be referenced anywhere in the AMPL model. When a solver
is called the solver will try to assign the values of the variables in such a way that all
constraints in the model evaluate to true and the objective is optimised.
Constraints
A constraint in AMPL has a name and an expression evaluating to either true or false. As
already explained for variables also constraints can be declared as an indexed collection of
constraints. The index variable can also be accessed inside of an indexed constraint. The
declaration such that MyConstraint{i in 0..4}: x[i] <= i*b; declares 5 constraints
named myConstraint[0], ..., myConstraint[4]. We assume that b is the parameter and x
the indexed collection of variables we have declared in the last two paragraphs. Now each
of the 5 constraints refers to another index of x and imposes an upper bound on it, which
also depends on the index. We could also have explicitly written out all 5 constraints.
Objectives
An objective can either be the maximisation or the minimisation of an objective function.
The objective in AMPL has a name and an expression evaluating to a numerical value
and speci￿es whether to minimise or maximise the given expression. The declaration
minimize totalCost: a + b + c; speci￿es that the totalCost has to be minimised and
tells us that the totalCost composes from the values a, b and c which can be either variables
or parameters.
2.3.3 Entering Data
Although it is possible to specify the values of parameters as well as the elements con-
tained in the declared sets directly in the AMPL model it is often desirable to enter them
separately as data. Data can be entered in two ways either by reading them from a ￿le or
by switching into the data mode and entering it on the console. We assume that in the
model the parameter b and the set A have been declared. Entering param b := 5; and
set A := 0 2 5; in the data mode would set b to 5 and set the content of A to f0;2;5g.
183 Generating Unit Tests from a UML
Activity
In this chapter we will present an algorithm that generates unit tests for C functions from
their Uni￿ed Modeling Language￿ (UML) activity model. The test generation process is
divided in ￿ve steps. Each step can be seen as model￿to￿model, model￿to￿text, or text￿
to￿model transformation with the input and output language or model speci￿ed. The
architecture makes it particularly easy to replace any of the ￿ve steps or extend it with
additional features. We do not only specify an algorithm for generating unit tests from a
UML model but also a framework for building further algorithms that generate unit tests
from arbitrary input models. If, for instance, another input language specifying a control
￿ow graph will be used then only the ￿rst step would need a few changes. In some steps
we will even specify alternative transformations.
Our approach for automated generation of test data is based on mathematical programming
and the approach for ￿nding relevant control ￿ow paths is based on a breadth ￿rst search
with early infeasible path recognition.
3.1 General Overview of the Work￿ow
The transformation from an UML activity diagram to a C++ unit test code is divided
in ￿ve steps. Those ￿ve steps are: Normalisation, Rigorous Mathematical Programming,
Abstract Test Case Generation, Speci￿c Test Data Generation, and ￿nally Unit Test Syn-
thesis. Here we want to give a brief overview of those ￿ve steps. Each of these steps as
well as the interfaces between them will be described in detail in the following sections.
In the ￿rst step, Normalisation, we check some design rules, parse all embedded OCL con-
straints, and map the relevant parts from the UML model onto a simpli￿ed meta model
of an activity. Throughout the next step we generate a mathematical program out of our
simpli￿ed test model. We use the AMPL language for specifying a rigorous mathematical
program. The third step, Abstract Test Case Generation, is a path search where we can
￿nd all control ￿ow paths, or those that are necessary to ful￿l some coverage criterion
of choice. We call a control ￿ow path from an initial node to a ￿nal node of an activity
abstract test case. In the fourth step, Speci￿c Test Data Generation, we have each abstract
test case encoded as input data for the AMPL model generated during the second step.
The AMPL model will be solved by a state￿of￿the￿art solver that interfaces with AMPL.
For each abstract test case the solver was able to ￿nd valid test data we will store the data
in a test case model. This test case model serves as input for the last step. During Unit
Test Synthesis, we take the generated solution of the mathematical program and put the
values in place within compilable and executable C++ unit test code. An overview of the
complete work￿ow of our approach is given in Figure 3.1. There we see an activity diagram
showing the ￿ve steps of our algorithm and within each step the sub￿tasks are visible. Each
of the depicted central bu￿er nodes will hold the output of one step of the algorithm. The
labelled input pins at the actions indicate which task accesses which previously generated
item.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the work￿ow for unit test generation
20We want to outline two special features of our algorithm. Early infeasible path recognition
as described in Section 3.4.3 enables us to recognise sub￿paths for which no valid input
data exists during the path search in the third step. When early infeasible path recognition
is used the third and fourth step are interfering with each other. In this case test data is
already generated in the Abstract Test Case Generation. Another feature of the speci￿ed
algorithm is that it generates boundary values for each abstract test case. For each control
￿ow path in an activity there is a set of input values that will satisfy all constraints along
this path and thus presents suitable test data for this abstract test case. In testing, bugs
often are likely to be triggered when a point at the edge of this set is selected as test data.
How we are assuring that a boundary value will be found during test data generation will
be explained in Section 3.5.6.
3.2 Normalisation
The Uni￿ed Modeling Language￿ (UML) speci￿es about 250 modelling elements each
having several references and attributes. An algorithm interpreting every element that
is de￿ned in the UML becomes overly complex. We interpret only a subset of the UML
consisting of 16 di￿erent modelling elements. For a complete reference of the UML elements
we refer to the UML2.3 superstructure speci￿cation [25]. In industrial applications a model
will usually contain the complete speci￿cation for a product consisting of thousands of
objects and containing elements we are not interested in. Through the references of any
object within a model we can navigate to any other object within the model. In order to not
get lost in such a model when generating unit tests from it, we need to slice out the relevant
sub￿model and perform a pre￿processing step to ensure our algorithm does not run into
error conditions. Especially the contained OCL expressions need to be parsed and checked
for conformity with the subset of OCL our algorithm is able to handle correctly. The input
of the Normalisation step is an UML Activity from which we traverse all relevant attributes
and references and store each bit of information needed in consequent steps in our own
unambiguous intermediate representation. The input model can be discarded after this
step. All consequent steps we will exclusively use our own intermediate representation and
no more access the original UML model. Throughout this section and the rest of this thesis
we will print speci￿c modelling elements and associations of the UML in a special font, for
example Activity and ownedNodes, to make it clear that the UML modelling element or
the UML association as described in the UML speci￿cation [25] is meant.
3.2.1 Design Rules for the Test Model
Structural Design Rules
For our test generation we assume the models to comply to certain design rules. The input
Activity is an ownedActivity of a Class. The Class containing the Activity itself is contained
by a Package. There is an Operation specifying the Activity. This specifying Operation is
either a sibling in the UML tree structure and has the same name as the Activity or is
explicitly speci￿ed by the speci￿cation reference of the Activity. The specifying Operation
will be needed when parsing OCL constraints in Section 3.2.3. In Figure 3.2 we see a tree
view of an UML model where those requirements are met.
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of a valid model in the model browser of Atego ﬁ Artisan Studio
                  
             
                    
               
               
                                         
                     
     
    
     
    
                           
                 
     
    
           
 
Figure 3.3: Meta model of the abstract test case graph
OCL design rules
Further we assume that the embedded textual OCL constraints are either contained within
a LiteralString element or an OpaqueExpression with the according language value set to
‘OCL’. We support a strict subset of the OCL language. The Extended Backus￿Naur
Form (EBNF) of the supported OCL subset is shown in Algorithm 1. Any parsed OCL
expression must be an instance of the <Bool> production rule.
3.2.2 A Meta Model Suitable for Automated Unit Test Generation
The developed unit test generation algorithm does not work directly on an UML model
but on an activity test case graph. The activity test case graph contains only those details
from the UML meta model that are really necessary for the unit test generation. Since it
contains only parsed OCL expressions as abstract syntax trees it is much more suitable for
the transformation into a mathematical program.
The activity test case graph is de￿ned as an extension of a more general abstract test case
graph model. The abstract test case graph meta model was tailored to ￿t activity diagrams
as well as UML state machine diagrams in order to be able to apply algorithms not only to
activity diagrams but also to state machine diagrams. This common abstract meta model
is also a provision to be able to reuse existing test case generation algorithms from ParTeG
[10] for Activities. The Eclipse plug￿in developed along with this thesis will be integrated
with ParTeG. ParTeG is a test generator for activity diagrams with advanced support for
di￿erent coverage criteria.
22Algorithm 1 Extended Backus￿Naur Form of supported OCL subset
<Bool> ::= <LogicalOperation> | <RelationOperation> | <BooleanLiteral> |
<BooleanVariable> ;
<LogicalOperation> ::= <Bool>, <LogicalOpSymbol>, <Bool> ;
<LogicalOpSymbol> ::= "and" | "or" ;
<RelationOperation> ::= <Number>, <RelationOpSymbol>, <Number> ;
<RelationOpSymbol> ::= "<" | ">" | "<=" | ">=" | "=" | "<>" ;
<Number> ::= <ArithmeticOperation> | <IntegerLiteral> | <RealLiteral> | <IntVari-
able> | <RealVariable> ;
<ArithmeticOperation> ::= <Number>, <ArithmeticOpSymbol>, <Number> ;
<ArithmeticOpSymbol> ::= "+" | "-" | "*" | "/" ;
<BooleanLiteral> ::= "true" | "false" ;
<IntegerLiteral> ::= [ "-" | "+" ], <Digit>, {<Digit>} ;
<RealLiteral> ::= [ "-" | "+" ], <Digit>, {<Digit>}, ".", {<Digit>} ;
<Digit> ::= "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9" ;
<BooleanVariable> ::= ?OCL expression evaluating to a Property or Parameter of type
boolean? ;
<IntegerVariable> ::= ?OCL expression evaluating to a Property or Parameter of type
integer? ;
<RealVariable> ::= ?OCL expression evaluating to a Property or Parameter of type real?
;
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Figure 3.4: Meta model of the activity test case graph
Abstract Test Case Graph
An abstract test case graph is a directed graph consisting of nodes (AbstractTCGNode)
and edges (AbstractTCGEdge). Each edge has a source and a target node. Each node
can have multiple outgoing and multiple incoming edges. A node can be either a pseudo
node (AbstractTCGPseudoNode) or a real node (AbstractTCGRealNode). A pseudo node
is a node that can be inserted in the middle of an edge without changing the semantics
of the test model. Edges can have a guard condition of type AbstractTCGConstraint.
Such a graph is contained by a container (AbstractTCGContainer). The container has a
singular initialNode reference to one of its nodes exposing this as the initial node. The
class diagram of the abstract test case graph meta model is shown in Figure 3.3.
The semantic of the activity test case graph is like a Petri net. When executing an abstract
test case graph we have at the beginning a token in the initial node that can move along
the enabled edges. An edge is enabled when its guard condition is true. We say that a
node is being executed when a token resides in the node.
Activity Test Case Graph
An activity test case graph is an extension to the abstract test case graph especially tai-
lored for test generation from Activities. The activity test case graph models control ￿ow
and constraints on variables. The constraints are required to hold at di￿erent points during
execution of the activity test case graph. Its meta model is shown in Figure 3.4.
The TCGActivity is an extension of the AbstractTCGContainer. TCGAction, TCGControl-
Node, and TCGControlFlow re￿ne the types AbstractTCGRealNode, AbstractTCGPseudo-
Node, and AbstractTCGEdge respectively. The main extensions to the abstract test case
graph meta model are the variables (TCGVariable), the elements of an abstract syntax
tree (TCGOCLExpression) to express constraints, and the TCGAction.
TCGAction A TCGAction can, in addition to its super￿type, contain arbitrary many
localPostconditions of the type AbstractTCGConstraint. A local post￿condition has the
semantics that it has to be true after the execution of the action. This implies potentially
changing some variables throughout the execution of the action.
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Figure 3.5: Straightforward mapping from UML elements to activity test case graph
elements
TCGOCLExpression TCGOCLExpression is a subtype of AbstractTCGConstraint. A
TCGOCLExpression can either be a TCGOCLOperation call with a source and argu-
ments, or a TCGOCLLiteralExpression holding a literal value and its data type, or a
TCGOCLVariableCallExp referencing a TCGVariable. The isPre attribute of TCGOCL-
VariableCallExp denotes whether the original OCL expression contained an @pre token.
TCGOCLExpression and its subtypes form a simpli￿ed OCL abstract syntax tree.
TCGVariable A TCGVariable can be one of two subtypes: either a TCGBasicVariable or
a TCGObjectVariable. An object variable is put together by one or more other variables.
A basic variable has a variableType attribute holding a TCGBasicVariableType literal.
The TCGBasicVariableType literal represents one of the types that our algorithm can
handle: integer, real, and boolean. A TCGVariable is a placeholder for a value. When the
isParameter attribute is true it can only hold one value throughout the execution of the
TCGActivity, otherwise it can change its value during each execution of a TCGAction.
3.2.3 Transforming an UML Activity Diagram to an Activity Test Case
Graph
An instance of the activity test case graph meta model serves as a normalised input model.
We use a model￿to￿model transformation to transform an Activity from a UML model into
an activity test case graph. In many cases the transformation is straightforward: for one
element in the UML model the corresponding element in the activity test case graph is
produced. When one element of the UML model is mapped to one element of the activity
test case graph model we call the UML element source element and the created element
in the activity test case graph model target element. The straight forward mappings from
one source element to one target element are shown in Figure 3.5.
Mapping UML Elements to Activity Test Case Graph Elements
Activity A UML Activity is transformed into a TCGActivity. For the C++ unit test
synthesis described in Section 3.6 the name of the containing Class of the source element as
well as the full pathname to the Package containing this Class need to be stored. The class
name and the full pathname will be stored in the property ￿elds of the TCGActivity. For
each Activity all of its ownedNodes as well as ownedEdges are considered for transformation.
Action OwnedNodes of an Activity that are a subtype of Action are transformed into a
TCGAction. The Action’s localPostcondition reference may contain textual OCL that will
be parsed. The detailed semantics of special subtypes of an Action is neglected.
25ControlNode OwnedNodes of the Activity that are a subtype of ControlNode are trans-
formed into TCGControlNodes. That means they are pseudo nodes. It is assumed that
there is only one UML InitialNode whose target element is referenced by the TCGActivity
as initialNode.
ControlFlow Based on the ownedEdges association of the Activity we ￿nd ControlFlows
that are transformed into TCGControlFlows. If there is a ValueSpeci￿cation contained in
the guard, the potentially contained textual OCL needs to be parsed.
Parsing OCL Constraints
Constraints can be found in the localPostcondition reference of an Action. Each Constraint
holds a ValueSpeci￿cation in its speci￿cation reference. A ControlFlow can hold a Value-
Speci￿cation in its guard reference.
Constraint, ValueSpeci￿cation, and Property as well as Parameter can not be transformed
straightforwardly. The transformation will be done in three steps. First, textual OCL ex-
pressions will be extracted from ValueSpeci￿cations and then the textual OCL expression
will be parsed. When the OCL expression was parsed correctly the parser returns an ab-
stract syntax tree of this expression. In the third step the elements of this abstract syntax
tree will be transformed to TCGOCLExpressions and all Property and Parameter elements
referenced by the OCL abstract syntax tree will be transformed into TCGVariables.
We ensure that only those OCL expressions are in the activity test case graph that later
on can be transformed into an AMPL model as explained in in Section 3.3. There might
for example be ownedAttributes of a Class that are not changed by any of the transformed
Actions and whose value do not have any in￿uence on any of the transformed ControlFlow’s
guard. The activity test case graph will not contain any TCGVariable representing such
an irrelevant Property or Parameter.
Extracting Textual OCL LiteralString and OpaqueExpression are subtypes of ValueSpeci-
￿cation potentially containing textual OCL expressions. For a LiteralString we will try to
parse its value as OCL. For an OpaqueExpression we will ￿rst check whether the language
attribute contains the value ‘OCL’ and try to parse the corresponding value of the body
attribute. If the language attribute does not contain the value ‘OCL’ then we will try to
parse the concatenation of all bodys of the OpaqueExpression.
Parsing Textual OCL For details of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) we refer
to the OCL 2.3 speci￿cation [26]. For this thesis we consider three types of constraints:
invariants, post￿conditions and guard conditions. Every OCL constraint is parsed with
respect to a context. The context speci￿es the evaluation of the self keyword and which
other variables and parameters are accessible from the OCL expression.
Textual OCL found inside a Constraint contained by the ownedRule reference of either the
Activity, or its containing Class will be interpreted as invariant. Invariants need to be true
before the Activity is executed and after the execution of the Activity has ￿nished. The
OCL expressions found within guards of ControlFlows are required to evaluate to true,
whenever the ControlFlow is traversed. We are parsing the invariants as well as guards
according to the OCL speci￿cation as invariants of the specifying Operation.
Actions can contain multiple Constraints within their localPostcondition reference. Every
post￿conditions is required to hold after the execution of the Action containing it. Only in
post￿conditions the OCL @pre is allowed. With @pre we refer to the value of a variable
26before the execution of the Action. Any textual OCL found within a localPostcondition will
be parsed as post￿condition in the context of the specifying Operation. That means for
every parsed OCL expression all attributes of the Class as well as all ownedParameters of
the specifying Operation, and all properties of the containing Packages are accessible, but
only in local post￿conditions the @pre is valid.
Transforming the Abstract Syntax Tree If the OCL parser was supplied with a valid
OCL expression for the context that was assumed then it will return an abstract syntax
tree for the parsed OCL expression. We assume the parsed OCL complied with the rules
explained in Section 3.2.1 and the OCL abstract syntax tree returned consists of those
tokens speci￿ed in Algorithm 1.
<BooleanLiteral>, <IntegerLiteral>, and <RealLiteral> are transformed into a TCGO-
CLLiteralExp. Its value is stored in double precision ￿oating point format. The type
attribute of the target element is set according to the type of the source element. For the
type boolean a value of 0:0 means false and 1:0 means a true.
<BooleanVariable>, <IntegerVariable>, and <RealVariable> tokens are transformed into
TCGOCLVariableCallExp elements. If the original OCL token was tagged with an @pre
then the isPre attribute is set to true otherwise it is false. <BooleanVariable>, <Inte-
gerVariable>, and <RealVariable> elements represent an arbitrary OCL expression that
evaluates either to a Property or a Parameter. The Property or Parameter pointed to by
the expression will be transformed into a TCGVariable and the variable reference of the
TCGOCLVariableCallExp will be set to point to this TCGVariable.
We transform a <LogicalOpSymbol>, <RelationOpSymbol>, or <ArithmeticOpSymbol>
into the enumeration literal of the TCGOCLOperationType enumeration that matches the
token represented by the source element. The token = matches for example the equals enu-
meration literal.
Each <LogicalOperation>, <ArithmeticOperation>, and <RelationalOperation> will be
transformed into a TCGOCLOperationCallExp. The value of the operation attribute
will be obtained by transforming the <RelationalOpSymbol>, <LogicalOpSymbol>, or
<ArithmeticOpSymbol> contained in the source element. The target element of the ￿rst
operand of each operation will be stored in the source reference of the TCGOCLOperation.
The target element of the second operand will be stored in the arguments reference of the
TCGOCLOperationCallExp.
The productions <Bool> and <Number> in Algorithm 1 are there to keep the EBNF
notation more readable. No TCGOCLExpression element is generated for them but the
transformation of a <Bool> or <Number> element will transform the contained abstract
syntax tree node and return the result of this transformation.
Every root TCGOCLExpression directly contained by a TCGAction, TCGControlFlow,
or TCGActivity gets its name property set. The transformation ensures that every root
TCGOCLConstraint has a globally unique name. In the original UML model it is not the
case that each Constraint or ValueSpeci￿cation has a globally unique name.
Transforming Properties and Parameters UML Property or Parameter elements refer-
enced by a <BooleanVariable>, <IntegerVariable>, or <RealVariable> element will be
transformed into a TCGVariable. All TCGVariables are contained by the variables refer-
ence of the root element of the activity graph, the TCGActivity.
For Parameter and Property elements we need to check their type reference. If the name of
the Type is one out of a list of names that can be mapped to a literal of the TCGBasic-
VariableType enumeration then a TCGBasicVariable is created for it and its variableType
27￿eld set accordingly to the enumeration literal that is either integer, real, or boolean. The
exact mapping of names of the Type to a TCGvariableType is implementation speci￿c.
One could for example map from a Type named ‘uint32_t’ to integer.
If a Parameter was transformed into a TCGBasicVariable then the isParameter ￿eld is set
to true, indicating that this variable has been a Parameter. For every Property the isPa-
rameter ￿eld of the target element will be set to false.
The ￿eld usage of the TCGBasicVariable can take values from the enumeration TCGVari-
ableUsage. This information will be needed when creating the C or C++ unit tests as
described in Section 3.6. If the TCGBasicVariable was created to represent a Parameter
then its usage can be inParameter, outParameter, inoutParameter, or returnParameter.
The value of the usage ￿eld for a transformed Parameter is determined by the value of the
direction ￿eld of the original Parameter. If the source element of a TCGBasicVariable was
a Property then its usage is ￿eld.
3.2.4 Adding Continuity Constraints
From imperative programming we are used that variables can only change their value
when this is explicitly stated in an assignment. It is especially important that x will not
take a new value during a computation if we do not explicitly state an assignment for x.
In OCL there is nothing like an assignment. In OCL we express constraints specifying
which assignment would be legal and which not. If for a speci￿c variable x there is no
constraint referring to it that means that this variable can take any value from its domain.
Consequently the user needs to make it explicit when a variable shall not be changed during
the execution of an action. The user can state that a variable x shall stay unchanged by
adding a continuity constraint to the post￿condition of each action that shall not change
the variable. The continuity constraint will have the semantic of the textual OCL x=x@pre.
That means x shall have the same value as x had before the execution of this action.
We can support the user by adding a large amount of continuity constraints automatically
to the activity test case graph. All variables that are not constrained at all within the
post￿condition of an action will have the same value after execution of the action as
before. For each TCGAction within the TCGActivity we need to determine the set of all
TCGVariables in the TCGActivity that are not referenced from the local post￿condition
of this TCGAction. This is the set of variables that need a continuity constraint to prevent
the constraint solver from setting them to completely arbitrary values. The algorithm for
adding continuity constraints is printed in Algorithm 2. The isContainedBy() function
used in line 2 is true if the self element is directly or indirectly contained by the argument.
The navigated referencedBy reference is the opposite of the TCGOCLVariableCallExp’s
variable reference.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for adding continuity constraints
Require: atcg := A TCGActivity
Ensure: All necessary continuity constraints are added for each TCGAction in atcg
1: for action : TCGAction 2 atcg.nodes do
2: S   atcg.variables->reject( var : TCGVariable | var.referenceBy->exists( exp :
TCGOCLVariableCallExp | exp.isPre = false and exp.isContainedBy(action)))
3: for var : TCGVariable 2 S do
4: Add continuity constraint for var to action.localPostconditions
5: end for
6: end for
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Figure 3.6: Example of a simple activity with two actions and one decision
3.3 Rigorous Mathematical Programming
In order to make the model executable we need a rigorous mathematical representation
for it. We will formulate the problem of ￿nding appropriate test data for a certain control
￿ow path in the activity test case graph as instance of one of the problems presented in
Section 2.2. Which problem that will be an instance of, depends on the input model.
In the previous section we have extracted all necessary information from a UML model
and stored it in an activity test case graph model. All OCL expressions have been parsed
and stored as abstract syntax tree in the activity test case graph model. In this step we
will exclusively use the activity test case graph as source model and no longer access the
original UML model. We will perform a model￿to￿text transformation from an activity
test case graph to an ‘A Mathematical Programming Language’ (AMPL) program. We
explained the AMPL mathematical programming language in Section 2.3. The mathemat-
ical program in AMPL consists of two parts: the model and the data. When we want
to generate suitable test data for a certain control ￿ow path within an activity test case
graph we need an AMPL model and the corresponding AMPL data. An AMPL model
encodes a complete activity test case graph including all variables and all constraints that
are contained. The control ￿ow path within this activity test case graph is encoded in the
AMPL data.
In Section 3.3.1 we will present a small example, where a linear program is built from a
simple activity diagram. Then we will explain in detail the generation of the AMPL model
in Section 3.3.2-3.3.5, and in Section 3.3.6 we show how the AMPL data for a control ￿ow
path is generated.
3.3.1 Introductory Example
During the execution of an activity test case graph we have an initial state where every
variable has a speci￿ed value. A state is speci￿ed by the complete value assignment for
all variables. After each execution of an action this state might change according to the
rules given in the action’s post￿conditions. Post￿conditions can specify a relation between
the value assignment in the current state and a value assignment in the previous state.
The states are interconnected with each other via post￿conditions. The set of all post￿
conditions can be seen as a state transition function. In order to traverse a control ￿ow
edge its guard needs to evaluate to true in the current state. Guard conditions can only
specify relations between the value assignments within a single state.
The AMPL program models the execution of an activity as a series of states. All post￿
conditions and guards are contained in the model as constraints, which can be switched
on and o￿ for each state within the series of states. Assume an activity modelling the
statement if (x<=5) then y=x else y=x-100 . The corresponding activity diagram is
shown in Figure 3.6. There are two possible control ￿ow paths. Each possible control ￿ow
path contains exactly one action. Consequently we need two states: one initial state and
29one state after the execution of the ￿rst action. There are two variables, x and y. For each
variable we need in AMPL an array of length 2 in order to hold the value assignment for
those variables in each state. We will denote the value assignment for x in the i-th state
as xi.
Let us assume we want to generate test data for the _then path in the diagram. In
this case in the initial state the constraint x0  5 is activated and in the ￿rst state
we have the constraint y1 = x0 activated. Further, as explained in Section 3.2.4, the
continuity constraint x0 = x1 has been introduced automatically since there is no other
rule constraining x1 and we want to preserve the variable’s value from the previous state
when possible. The resulting problem is a linear program with four unknown values and
three linear equations and inequalities. The resulting linear program for this case is shown
in equations (3.1)-(3.2). The linear equations do only represent those constraints that are
active for the _then control ￿ow path in the diagram. The constraints x0  6 and y1 =
x0   100 are not on the _then control ￿ow path. The value of y0 will stay unconstrained,
since there is no previous state before the initial state. One can recognise already from
this small example that there are quite some 0 entries in the matrices. For larger problems
the matrices tend to become sparse. Many of the solvers we present in the Section 3.5.4
will take advantage of sparse matrices when solving the problem.
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3.3.2 Transforming a TCGActivity to an AMPL Model
Each AMPL model has one parameter called pathlength representing the number of ac-
tions on a path. For each action with post￿conditions and each control ￿ow with a guard
there is one activation set. An activation set is required to be a subset of [1::pathlength]
and speci￿es those states, in which a post￿condition or guard condition is active. The
value of the parameter pathlength as well as the elements of each activation set will be
speci￿ed in the AMPL data. In this way there is one AMPL model per activity diagram
and any control ￿ow path within the activity diagram can be speci￿ed in the AMPL data.
The AMPL model built will be synthesised as speci￿ed in Algorithm 3. We use the ‘MOF
Model￿To￿Text Transformation’ (MOFM2T) language to specify model￿to￿text transfor-
mation. For each variable in the source model there will be one variable declaration, for
each action there will be an activation set declared and multiple sets of constraints. For
each control ￿ow having a guard condition there will be an activation set and one set
of constraints. The synthesis of AMPL code for variables, actions, and guards will be
explained in more detail in Section 3.3.3-3.3.5 respectively.
3.3.3 Transforming TCGVariables
The ‘MOF Model￿To￿Text Transformation’ (MOFM2T) template to transform a TCG-
Variable into an AMPL variable declaration is printed in Algorithm 4. Every variable has
one out of three possible types: integer, real and boolean. In AMPL, by default, a variable
30Algorithm 3 Model￿to￿text transformation from TCGActivity to AMPL model
1 [template public ActivityToAMPL( act : TCGActivity) ]
2 param pathlength ;
3 [for( var : TCGVariable | act . variables ) ]
4 [VariableToAMPL( var ) /]
5 [/for]
6 [for( action : TCGAction | act . nodes) ]
7 [ActionToAMPL( action ) /]
8 [/for]
9 [for( cf : TCGControlFlow | act . edges ) ]
10 [ControlFlowToAMPL( cf ) /]
11 [/for]
12 [/template ]
Algorithm 4 Model￿to￿text transformation from TCGVariable to AMPL model
1 [template public VariableToAMPL( var : TCGVariable) ]
2 var [ var .name/] [ if var . isParameter = false ] {0.. pathlength} [/
if] [ TypeSpecification ( var . type ) /] :=1;
3 [/template ]
4
5 [template public Type2AMPL( type : TCGBasicVariableType) ]
6 [if type = integer ] : integer >= 10000, <= 10000 [/if]
7 [if type = boolean ] in 0..1 [/if]
8 [if type = real ] >= 10000, <= 10000 [/if]
9 [/template ]
31is in the domain of real numbers. AMPL also supports variables in the domain of integers.
For integers and real numbers we always need an upper and a lower bound that will be
set to +10000 and  10000 by default. Without any bounds at all some solvers can not
to produce correct results. The boolean domain is modelled by the set expression [0::1],
where 0 corresponds to false.
Since a variable can have di￿erent values in each state of the execution, each variable will
be modelled in AMPL as a variable array of ￿xed size. The size of the array is de￿ned
by the pathlength. When the isParameter attribute of the TCGVariable is true then the
variable is constant and cannot change its value from one state to another, thus we can
model those variables as a single AMPL variable.
3.3.4 Transforming LocalPostConditions
Algorithm 5 Model￿to￿text transformation from TCGAction to AMPL model
1 [template public ActionToAMPL( action : TCGAction) ]
2 set [ action .name/] within {0.. pathlength} default {};
3 [for( constraint : TCGOCLExpression | action .
localPostconditions ) ]
4 s . t . [ action .name/]_post_[ action . localPostconditions  >indexOf
( constraint ) /] { i in action .name} :
5 [ ConstraintToAMPL( constraint ) /] ;
6 [/for]
7 [/template ]
8
9 [template public ConstraintToAMPL( constraint : TCGOCLExpression) ]
10 [let func : TCGOCLOperationCallExp ]
11 ([ ConstraintToAMPL( func . source ) /] [ func . operation . toOpSymbol
() /] [ ConstraintToAMPL( func . arguments) /])
12 [/let]
13 [let l i t e r a l : TCGOCLLiteralExp]
14 ([ l i t e r a l . value /])
15 [/let]
16 [let var : TCGOCLVariableCallExp ]
17 ([ var . variable .name/] [ if var . variable . isParameter = false ] [
i [if var . isIsPre ]  1 [/if] ] [/if])
18 [/let]
19 [/template ]
For each TCGAction the activation set is declared as a subset of [0::pathlength] in the
AMPL model. The name of the activation set is the name of the TCGAction. The name
of each TCGAction is guaranteed to be unique within one activity test case graph model,
so name clashes in the AMPL model are prevented (see Section 3.2.3). Each local post￿
condition of an action is transformed into an indexed collection of constraints over the
activation set.
In Algorithm 5 the transformation of a TCGAction into AMPL code is speci￿ed in the
MOFM2T language. The ActionToAMPL template ￿rst generates the declaration of the
activation set, see in line 2. If no entries are added in the data section it is by default an
empty set. In the for￿loop the constraint sets are generated for each of the local post￿
32conditions of the current action. In AMPL every constraint needs a name and the name
has to be unique. For this reason we are composing the name from the action’s name and
the index of the current constraint in the ordered list of local post￿conditions in line 4.
The called Constraint2AMPL template (line 4) speci￿es the actual re￿serialisation of the
OCL constraint, which was parsed in Section 3.2.3, in AMPL syntax. As explained in
Section 3.3.3 variables are represented as an array containing one value for each state
during the execution. Consequently when a constraint accesses a variable we need to
specify in which state that variable is accessed. That is the point where the index from
the activation set is used. If the variable reference was marked with @pre we are accessing
the variable in the previous state and thus need to subtract one from the index; otherwise
we access the variable at the index from the activation set. This is shown in line 17. The
serialisation of function calls and literals is straightforward as shown in line 11 and line
14. The function toOpSymbol() called in line 11 will generate the appropriate operation
symbol representing the TCGOCLOperationType literal it is called on.
3.3.5 Transforming Guards
Algorithm 6 Model￿to￿text transformation from TCGControlFlow to AMPL model
1 [template public ControlFlowToAMPL( cf : TCGControlFlow) ]
2 [if cf . guard != null /]
3 set [ cf .name/] within {0.. pathlength} default {};
4 s . t . [ cf .name/]_guard { i in cf .name} : [ ConstraintToAMPL( cf .
guard) /] ;
5 [/if]
6 [/template ]
The transformation of guards works analogously to the transformation of local post￿
conditions. The transformation is speci￿ed in Algorithm 6. A control ￿ow can either
have a single guard or not. Multiple guards are not possible. If there is no guard no code
needs to be produced at all for this control ￿ow. The name of a control ￿ow is guaranteed
to be unique within the activity test case graph model to avoid name clashes. In line
3 the activation set for the control ￿ow is declared and in line 4 the indexed constraint
set for the guard is declared. For the actual re-serialisation of the textual OCL in AMPL
syntax the ConstraintToAMPL template from Algorithm 5 is used. Guards cannot contain
variable references marked with @pre, thus the optional decrement of the index in line 17
in Algorithm 5 will never be added for a guard.
3.3.6 Specifying Control Flow Paths in the AMPL Data
To clarify how the control ￿ow path will be symbolically executed and encoded in the
AMPL data we will refer back to the introductory example shown in Figure 3.6. The
corresponding AMPL model produced by the transformation speci￿ed in this chapter we
show in Algorithm 7. The last three lines of Algorithm 7 contain the DATA section. In
the DATA section we see that the pathlength is 1 and in the ￿rst state the constraints of
the then_Action are active. In the initial state the constraint of the _then control ￿ow is
active. Since there are no cycles in the path every activation set has at most one entry.
Keep in mind that the semantics of an activity test case graph is like a Petri￿net. In
cyclic activity diagrams there are paths that contain one control ￿ow several times. The
33Algorithm 7 Example AMPL model with corresponding data section specifying a control
￿ow path
1 param Pathlength ;
2 var y {0.. Pathlength} : integer >= 10000, <= 10000 := 1;
3 var x {0.. Pathlength} : integer >= 10000, <= 10000 := 1;
4 set else_Action within {0.. Pathlength} default {};
5 s . t . else_Action_post0{ i in else_Action} : (y[ i ]) =((x[ i  1])
 (100.0) ) ;
6 s . t . else_Action_post1{ i in else_Action} : (x[ i ])=(x[ i  1]) ;
7 set then_Action within {0.. Pathlength} default {};
8 s . t . then_Action_post0{ i in then_Action} : (y[ i ])=(x[ i  1]) ;
9 s . t . then_Action_post1{ i in then_Action} : (x[ i ])=(x[ i  1]) ;
10 set _then within {0.. Pathlength} default {};
11 s . t . then_guard{ i in then} : (x[ i ]) <=(5.0) ;
12 set _else within {0.. Pathlength} default {};
13 s . t . else_guard{ i in else } : (x[ i ]) >=(6.0) ;
14
15 DATA
16 param Pathlength := 1;
17 set then_Action:= 1;
18 set then:= 0;
activation set will then contain one entry for each state in which a token moves along the
control ￿ow from the source node to the target node. Actions can be executed several times
to move from one state to another, thus the corresponding activation set will then contain
the index of the state after execution of the action for each execution. An algorithm
for transforming a control ￿ow path represented as ordered set of control ￿ows into a
function mapping every instance of an AbstractTCGElement to an activation set is given
in Algorithm 8. Every non￿empty activation set belonging to an action having local post￿
conditions or a control ￿ow having a guard needs to be expressed in AMPL syntax; the
MOFM2T template for this is shown in Algorithm 9.
3.4 Abstract Test Case Generation
In order to generate a test suite with good model coverage we need to select a set of control
￿ow paths from the activity test case graph that we want to generate test data, and ￿nally
create a unit test for. We use a depth ￿rst search or alternatively a breadth ￿rst search to
￿nd suitable control ￿ow paths to generate unit tests from. To ensure that the search is
terminating we introduced two parameterised termination conditions. The user can specify
the maximum amount of test cases to be found and the maximum length of control ￿ow
paths to be tested. There are only ￿nitely many control ￿ow paths up to a certain length
within a test case graph. We also specify early infeasible path recognition for the breadth
￿rst search. We solve the AMPL program for a control ￿ow path during search and bound
the search if the AMPL program was reported to be infeasible.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: In Section 3.4.1 we introduce basic concepts
and data structures. The algorithms presented in Section 3.4.2 will use those concepts and
data structures. The early infeasible path recognition is explained in Section 3.4.3.
34Algorithm 8 Transformation from a control ￿ow path to a map of activation sets
Require: path := ordered set of TCGControlFlows forming a control ￿ow path
Ensure: activationSet contains activation sets representing the given path
1: activationSet(element : AbstractTCGElement) : Integer Set . Mapping from an
activity test case graph element to a set of integers. Initially all sets are empty.
2: i   0
3: for all cf : TCGControlFlow 2 path do
4: if cf.guard. != null then
5: activationSet(cf).add(i)
6: end if
7: if cf.target.oclIsKindOf(TCGAction) then
8: i   i+1
9: activationSet(cf.target).add(i)
10: end if
11: end for
Algorithm 9 Text template for printing an activation set in AMPL syntax
1 [template public ActivationSet2AMPLData{element
AbstractTCGElement}/]
2 [if ActivationSet ( element ) != {}/]
3 set [ element .name] :=[for integer i : ActivationSet ( element ) ] [
toString ( i ) /] [/for] ;
4 [/template ]
3.4.1 Path Tree
For the algorithms presented in the following section we need some de￿nitions. A control
￿ow path is represented as a sequence of control ￿ows. An abstract test case is a control
￿ow path starting at the initial node of the activity and ending at a ￿nal node. Any node
with no outgoing control ￿ow is a ￿nal node. For two subsequent control ￿ows, a and b,
in a control ￿ow path the OCL expression a.target = b.source is true.
We will need the concept of a path tree to explain the presented algorithms. We de￿ne
the path tree node as a triple of an edge, the depth, and the predecessor. The edge is a
reference to a TCGControlFlow within the examined activity test case graph. The depth
is a natural number and predecessor is a reference to another path tree node. The depth
of a path tree node is always one more than the depth of its predecessor. A root node
does not have a predecessor and its depth is 0. In the described algorithms the target of
a currently examined TCGControlFlow is called current node. We call each outgoing edge
of the current node a consequent edge.
3.4.2 Path Search
We ￿nd all abstract test cases in the activity test case graph that have not more than
maximum path length control ￿ows. Therefore we construct a path tree from the activity
test case graph. The search can be terminated when the maximum amount of test cases is
reached. We have two possible orders to construct the path tree: breadth ￿rst and depth
￿rst.
35Algorithm 10 Breadth ￿rst search algorithm to generate abstract test cases from an
activity test case graph
Require: atcg := A TCGActivity
Require: MaxDepth := maximum path length of abstract test cases found
Require: MaxNoPaths := maximum amount of test cases to be found
Ensure: abstractTestCases := set of at most MaxNoPaths abstract test cases consisting
of at most MaxDepth TCGControlFlows each
1: abstractTestCases   initially empty set of control ￿ow paths . initialisation
2: queue   initially empty queue of path tree nodes
3: for edge : TCGControlFlow 2 atcg.initialNode.outgoing do
4: queu.put((edge, 0, null)) . Add root path tree nodes
5: end for . end initialisation
6: while queue is not empty and abstractTestCases->size()  MaxNoPaths do
7: ptNode   queue.get() . visit next search tree node from the queue
8: if ptNode.depth  MaxDepth then
9: for edge : TCGControlFlow 2 currentEdge.edge.target.outgoing do
10: queue.put((edge,ptNode.depth,ptNode)) . Add successor nodes to queue
11: end for
12: end if
13: if currentEdge.edge.target.outgoing->size()=0 then . ￿nal node found
14: path   reconstruct control ￿ow path from the edge in the root path tree node
to ptNode.edge by traversing predecessors
15: abstractTestCases.add(path) .
16: end if
17: end while
36Breadth First Search
In breadth ￿rst search we ￿nd all control ￿ow paths of length n before a control ￿ow path
of length n + 1 is examined. We use a queue to store path tree nodes and examine them
in ￿rst￿in￿￿rst￿out order. Algorithm 10 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm based on
breadth ￿rst search. We initially start by generating root path tree nodes for each outgoing
edge of the initial node. In each round one path tree node is retrieved from the queue.
We add a new path tree node to the queue for each consequent edge if the current depth
is smaller than the maximum path length (MaxDepth). When a ￿nal node with no more
outgoing edges has been found, we can traverse the path of predecessors back to the root
path tree node and construct an abstract test case. The algorithm will halt when either
all paths up to MaxDepth length have been found or the number of paths found exceeds
the maximum amount of test cases (MaxNoPaths).
Depth First Search
During the depth ￿rst search, we will always ￿nd the abstract test case next that has the
longest common sub￿path with the last found abstract test case. It works exactly like the
breadth ￿rst search, just replace the ￿rst￿in￿￿rst￿out queue with a last￿in￿￿rst￿out stack
in Algorithm 10. For the implementation this algorithm can be more e￿cient since it is not
necessary to keep the complete path tree until the search is done. As soon as all successors
of a path tree node have been found, the path tree node can be discarded.
3.4.3 Early Infeasible Path Elimination
When searching for abstract test cases as shown in the subsections before, it may happen
that the constraints along a control ￿ow path found are unsatis￿able. That means there
is no valid input data that will cause the execution of this path. Let us, for example,
consider a control ￿ow path containing one TCGControlFlow with the guard x  5 and
another TCGControlFlow with the guard x  10, and in between those two control ￿ows
there is no TCGAction changing the value of x. Obviously, there is no possible value for
x ful￿lling those two constraints. When no valid input data for a certain control ￿ow path
can be found we call that control ￿ow path an infeasible path.
Advantages of Early Infeasible Path Recognition
The most important advantage of infeasible path recognition is that we can bound the
search for abstract test cases. If a control ￿ow path is infeasible then no extension of that
control ￿ow path will be feasible. The number of control ￿ow paths found may grow ex-
ponentially with the maximum path length. If we assume a large graph where, in average,
each node has two outgoing edges we will get 1024 paths of length 10. When one control
￿ow path of length 3 was already infeasible then there are 128 infeasible paths of length
10. We can avoid many fruitless searches by excluding infeasible paths as early as possible.
When the abstract test case generating algorithm is capable of infeasible path recognition
the user can also control that the set of abstract test cases found is ￿nite by adding addi-
tional control ￿ows before each loop in the activity diagram. The guard of the additionally
added control ￿ow must contain a constraint on the loop variant. Thus most control ￿ow
paths containing arbitrary many iterations of this loop will be excluded from the abstract
test case generation. For example, when we model a simple counter loop decreasing some
counter variable i to 0 we can specify in the guard before the loop that the counter vari-
37able may be between 3 and 5. In this case the path search algorithm with infeasible path
recognition will ￿nd only those paths where the loop is iterated between three and ￿ve
times.
Furthermore, it is useless to generate abstract test cases that are infeasible since infeasible
abstract test cases can not be transformed into test cases.
The Algorithm
When using the breadth ￿rst or the depth ￿rst search approach we can generate abstract
test cases and pass them on to the next step in the unit test generation algorithm, where
infeasible paths will be detected. When we want to check whether a currently examined
control ￿ow sub path is a feasible path we will interleave the Abstract Test Case Generation
step with the Speci￿c Test Data Generation step.
Only a slight modi￿cation of Algorithm 10 is necessary to enable early infeasible path
elimination for our breadth ￿rst search based algorithm: the condition in line 8 needs to
be extended. It controls whether a path tree node will be added for the consequent edges
or not. We additionally need to check whether the control ￿ow path, which is represented
by the current path tree node (ptNode), is feasible. The check for feasibility is done by
generating the AMPL data for the control ￿ow path represented by the current path tree
node and solving the problem as explained in Section 3.5.2. The generation of the AMPL
data from a control ￿ow path was explained in Section 3.3.6. For infeasible path detection
we will analyse the indication returned from the solver. If the solver reports ‘solved’,
‘solved?’, or ‘unbound’ the examined control ￿ow path is feasible. If the solver reports
‘infeasible’ or ‘failure’ we assume the examined control ￿ow path to be infeasible.
3.5 Speci￿c Test Data Generation
For every abstract test case found during Abstract Test Case Generation we want to
generate a test case. A test case contains input values for every parameter of the function
under test, initial values for ￿elds, and the corresponding expected output values. Test
cases are stored in a unit test model. From a unit test model we can easily generate
unit tests for any programming language. In Section 3.6 we will present a MOFM2T
template that generates C++ unit tests from a unit test model. The unit test meta model
is explained in Section 3.5.1.
In order to get numerical values for the parameters and ￿elds of the unit under test we
have a constraint satisfaction problem solved for each abstract test case. The constraint
satisfaction problem to solve for each abstract test case is encoded as AMPL program
according to the speci￿cation given in Section 3.3. The AMPL program will be solved
by one of the solvers interfacing the AMPL system. An overview of the solvers we tried
out for this thesis is given in Section 3.5.4. How we interact with the AMPL system, is
explained in more detail in Section 3.5.2. When testing, often errors are triggered by test
data that is exactly on the boundary of one or more decisions. For example, when we test
the decision if x<=5 then... the test value x = 5 will cause the test to fail when the 
has been replaced by a <; other test values will not trigger this fault. How we can ensure
to ￿nd such boundary values, is explained in Section 3.5.6.
The AMPL encoding ensures that we can use the same AMPL model for every control
￿ow path within one activity. Each control ￿ow path and any sub￿path within an activity
can be speci￿ed via the AMPL data, which is not part of the AMPL model and can be
modi￿ed interactively. The fact that we use the same model for several solver invocations
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Figure 3.7: The unit test meta model
in a row enables us to use the warm start capabilities of many solvers to speed up the
computation, as we will show in Section 3.5.5.
3.5.1 The Unit Test Meta Model
The unit test model serves as interface between the Speci￿c Test Data Generation and the
Unit Test Synthesis. All information needed to build a compilable unit test for the function
that is modelled by the activity is contained in a unit test model. The unit test model is
completely independent from the programming language and the unit test framework used
for testing.
In Figure 3.7 we depict the meta model of the unit test model. The root element of a
unit test model is a TestSuite. A TestSuite can contain several TestCases. Each TestCase
consists of two sets of Values and a FunctionCall. The Values in the initValues reference
are meant to be used for initialisation of ￿elds. The Values referenced by the testForValue
reference specify which value the corresponding ￿elds need to hold after the tested function
has been executed. If any ￿eld in the system under test does not hold the speci￿ed value
the test case has failed. The FunctionCall held by the function reference has a name and
a reference to the activity test case graph specifying the behaviour of the function under
test. The FunctionCall also contains Values in the parameters reference. The Values
referenced by the FunctionCall’s parameters reference holds the input arguments to pass
to the function under test.
3.5.2 Solving a Constraint Satisfaction Problem with AMPL
For each abstract test case a constraint satisfaction problem needs to be solved in order
to obtain numerical values that can be used as test data in a unit test. The constraint
satisfaction problem is encoded in AMPL and consists of the AMPL model that is constant
for an activity test case graph and the AMPL data that is generated for each abstract test
case.
The solving of constraint satisfaction problems is done by a solver hooked to AMPL. We
start an AMPL instance in a separate process and communicate with this process through
its standard input and output streams. First, we load the AMPL model corresponding
to the activity test case graph into the AMPL console. We will also ask the user which
solver to use for all control ￿ow paths within this model and set AMPL’s solver options
accordingly through the AMPL console. Then we produce test data for each abstract test
case.
To produce test data for one abstract test case or control ￿ow path we reset the data
currently loaded in AMPL, encode the control ￿ow path as AMPL data according to the
speci￿cation in Section 3.3.6, and load the new data in the AMPL console. Now we have
39AMPL invoke the selected solver. Depending on the solver and the problem the loaded
constraint satisfaction problem is an instance of, the computation time varies and we can
get one of ￿ve possible indications from the solver:
solved The solver was able to compute a valid solution to the problem.
solved? The solver heuristically computed an answer but can not prove that it is correct
or optimal.
infeasible There is no valid input data for the given control ￿ow path or the used heuristics
was not lucky.
unbound The given objective function has no upper bound.
failure There has been an error condition in the solver routine, for example, division by
zero.
If the solver indicates ‘solved’ or ‘solved?’ we will use the values stored in the AMPL
variables to produce test cases (Section 3.5.3). For all other indications we can not produce
a test case from the computed data.
3.5.3 Storing the Variable Values in a Unit Test Case Model
Algorithm 11 Algorithm transforming a solution of a CSP into a TestCase
Require: testsuite := A TestSuite element used as root element to contain the produced
test cases
Require: A solver has successfully solved a constraint satisfaction problem
Ensure: testsuite contains a TestCase for the last successfully solved abstract test case
1: testCase   a new TestCase instance
2: functionCall   a new FunctionCall instance
3: testCase.function   functionCall
4: for tcgvar : TCGBasicVariable 2 tcgActivity->variables do
5: if tcgvar.isParameter = false then
6: v   createValue(tcgvar)
7: v.value   AMPL(tcgvar.name)[0]
8: testCase.initValues.add(v)
9: v   createValue(tcgvar)
10: v.value   AMPL(tcgvar.name)[last]
11: testCase.testForValue.add(v)
12: else
13: v   createValue(tcgvar)
14: v.value   AMPL(tcgvar.name)
15: if tcgvar.usage = in parameter then
16: functionCall.parameters.add(v)
17: end if
18: if tcgvar.usage = out parameter or tcgvar.usage = return parameter then
19: testCase.testForValue.add(v)
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
When a solver successfully computed an answer for a given constraint satisfaction problem
we read the assigned values and store them in a test case model. In Algorithm 11 we see
the pseudo code of the algorithm creating a TestCase object from the values computed by
the constraint solver. We assume that the function AMPL(‘x’) returns the content of the
40Solver LP MILP COP OP SAT SMT FCSP MINLP
Cplex X X
IlogCP[27] X X X X X
GeCoDE[28] X X X
JaCoP X X
Couenne[29] X X X X X
Gurobi X X
LPsolve[30] X X
Minos X X
Table 3.1: List of solvers and problems they can solve.
AMPL variable or variable array x as array. The function createValue(var : TCGVariable)
creates a new Value object with its name attribute set to var.name and its variable refer-
ence pointing to var.
The root element of a test case model is a TestSuite. We will create one TestSuite ele-
ment for a TCGActivity. For each abstract test case on that TCGActivity that has been
successfully solved we will create one TestCase and add it to the TestSuite. For each TCG-
Variable with its isParameter attribute set to false in the TCGActivity we will retrieve an
array of values from the AMPL process. The ￿rst value in this array is stored in a Value
element. The name of this Value element is set to the name of the TCGVariable and it
is added to the initValues reference of the TestCase. In the same way, the last element
from the array retrieved from AMPL will be stored in a Value element and stored in the
testForValue reference. A FunctionCall with the same name as the TCGActivity will be
created. For each TCGVariable with its isParameter attribute set to true a single value
will be retrieved from AMPL, and, depending on the usage property of the TCGVariable,
the produced Value element will be stored either in the FunctionCall’s parameters or the
TestCase’s testForValue reference. For out parameters and return parameters the Value
elements are stored in the testForValue set. For in parameters the Value element is stored
in the FunctionCall’s parameters.
3.5.4 Review of Available Solvers
A central point of our approach for unit test generation is the application of state￿of￿
the￿art constraint solvers to the constraint satisfaction problem that we have generated
from a UML activity diagram. As we have explained in Section 2.2 there are several
specializations of the constraint satisfaction problem for which algorithms or heuristics
exist. Every available solver implements one or more algorithms or heuristics. Thus a
solver is suitable for instances of one or more of the presented problems. Table 3.1 contains
in each row the name of the solver and a check mark for each problem we have successfully
tested it for.
3.5.5 Warm Start Capabilities
To speed up the computation we use the warm start capabilities of AMPL and most of its
solvers. A warm start means that we are solving the same constraint satisfaction problem
multiple times in a row but each time with di￿erent data. In subsequent runs the solver can
reuse knowledge it has gained throughout previous runs and thus generate solutions faster.
Using the warm start capabilities requires all problems being solved in the same process
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Figure 3.8: Venn diagrams for di￿erent paths and their ordering
and keeping the AMPL model constant. Keeping the AMPL model constant is achieved by
the transformation of a TCGActivity to an AMPL model, which allows specifying control
￿ow paths in the data.
Even if the solver is changed between two runs or the solver does not build internal
knowledge about the given problem AMPL will store the last answer computed. Many
algorithms need a starting point and they will use the last answer computed. In Figure 3.8
we show a path tree. Each leaf node represents an abstract test case; each intermediate
node represents a sub￿path from the initial node to some node in the activity test case
graph. At each node in the path tree there is a Venn diagram visualising the feasible set
of input data for that sub￿path. Adding a constraint will never increase the feasible set.
Consequently, the feasible set of a path extending another path will always be smaller than
the feasible set of its predecessor. The feasible set of a sub￿path will always be exactly the
union of the feasible set of its successors and the intersection of feasible sets of siblings in
the path tree will always be empty. If that were not the case there would be input data
for which the control ￿ow is unspeci￿ed or non￿deterministic. The number on the left of
each leaf node gives the order in which the leaf nodes are found by a depth ￿rst search
and the number on the right of each leaf node gives the order in which they are found by
a breadth ￿rst search.
Usually, it is easier to solve a constraint satisfaction problem if we know a starting point
that ful￿ls all constraints except one instead of a starting point violating the majority of the
constraints. If we have a solution for a sub￿path it is already a feasible solution for one of
its successors. If we have a solution for a leaf node we can easily obtain the solution for one
of its siblings. Siblings in the path tree share all but one guard condition that means there
is only one condition violated if we use the solution from a sibling as starting point. For
optimisation problems we have a high chance to move into the feasible region of its sibling
by applying a simple local steepest descent search on the objective function augmented by
quadratic penalty terms. In the order produced by depth ￿rst search, abstract test cases
sharing a long common sub￿path are next to each other and will, consequently, be solved
right after each other. In breadth ￿rst order we can see that the fourth abstract test case
will use a starting point not ful￿lling any constraint for this path. Especially when we
solve the constraint satisfaction problems for the intermediate nodes in the path tree - as
it is done for the early infeasible path recognition explained in Section 3.4.3 - we should
memorise the solutions found and set the starting points accordingly before we solve the
constraint satisfaction problem for a subsequent path tree node.
423.5.6 Boundary Value Analysis
As already motivated, a solution at the boundary of the feasible set for a certain abstract
test case is more valuable than other solutions within the feasible set. For linear problems
the simplex algorithm will automatically generate only boundary values since it is the
nature of the simplex algorithm to move along the exposed points of a polyeder. For all
other methods and generating a speci￿c boundary value is a bit more complicated.
So far the solved constraint satisfaction problems do not contain an optimisation constraint.
Thus, all algorithms terminate as soon as they found any feasible point. In AMPL we can
interactively add an objective function before launching the solver for a certain problem.
We add an objective function in a way that the optimal point is somewhere at the boundary
of the feasible set. Any linear objective function will serve this purpose. After the addition
of a linear objective function three things can happen: either the solver returns a boundary
value in the next run, or the solver reports that the problem is unbounded, or the solving
time for the problem suddenly increases enormously. In the ￿rst case everything went
￿ne. If the feasible region is a convex set not containing in￿nity this will always be the
case. The second case indicates that the direction of the objective function points into a
direction, where the feasible set is open. In this case we can change the direction of the
objective function and try again to hit a boundary. The last case is especially a problem of
mixed integer non￿linear programs and optimisation problems. It is not too hard to ￿nd
a feasible solution for one of these problems, when there are enough solutions. Finding an
optimal solution for a mixed integer or non￿linear program is much harder. We actually
don’t require a global optimum; a local optimum is at the boundary of the feasible region
as well. In such a case we can ￿rst solve the problem without objective, and when a
feasible starting point is available, we apply a local search on the problem with objective
and we will not necessarily obtain the global maximum but a local maximum that is at
the boundary of the feasible set. We suggest using the last explained procedure to ￿nd as
many boundary values for each abstract test case as the user demands. The used objective
functions may also be provided by the user. We have successfully tested this procedure for
mixed integer non￿linear programs with the solvers Couenne to ￿nd a feasible point and
Minos to perform the local search (Section 4.2.4). In Section 4.3.2 we will also demonstrate
in our case study that generating test data at a speci￿c boundary of the feasible region
does not increase the overall runtime of our algorithm at all.
3.6 Unit Test Synthesis
From a unit test model and the corresponding activity test case graph model we are able
to write compilable unit test in any language, using any unit test framework we want. In
this Section we will explain an example MOFM2T template (Algorithm 12) that generates
C++ unit tests suitable to test C functions. We use the Boost test library as unit test
framework.
First, we need to include the Boost header and the headers for the system under test. For
each TestCase in the TestSuite we print one test case. What is printed for each TestCase
can be found in the lines 8￿34. The central element of each test case is a call to the function
under test (lines 22￿23). Every time data is needed either for initialisation or to verify the
results of the function call we will use a value stored inside a Value element of the unit test
model. Before the function call we initialise the ￿elds of the system under test and create
local variables to pass as input arguments into the function. We also declare uninitialised
local variables to receive the output parameters and the return value from the function
43Algorithm 12 MOFM2T template of a C++ unit test using Boost test library
1 [template public UnitTestToBoostUnitTest( ts : TestSuite ) { int
count =  1; TCGVariable return = ""; }]
2 #define BOOST_TEST_MAIN MyTest
3 #include <boost/ test /included/unit_test .hpp>
4 [for( sut : SUT | ts . sut ) ]
5 #include [ sut . packageName /]/[ sut .name/]. h
6 [/for]
7 [for( tc : TestCase | ts . tests ) { count = count + 1; TCGVariable
ret = tc . function . activity . variables  >select (v : v. usage =
return parameter ) }]
8 BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE( test [ count /] ){
9 // field initialisation
10 [for( v : Value | tc . initValues ) ]
11 [v.name/] = [v. value /];
12 [/for]
13 //input parameter declaration
14 [for( v : Value | tc . function . parameters ) ]
15 const [v. type /] [v.name/] = [v. value /];
16 [/for]
17 //output parameter declarations
18 [for( var : TCGVariable | tc . function . activity . variables  >
select ( var : TCGVariable | var . usage = out parameter ) ) ]
19 [ var . type /] [ var .name/];
20 [/for]
21 [ ret . type /] [ ret .name/];
22 // call function under test
23 [ ret .name/] = [ tc . function .name/]( [ for( var : TCGVariable |
tc . function . activity . variables  >select ( v : TCGVariable |
v. isParameter = true and not v. usage = return parameter ) )
separator ( ’ , ’) ] &[var .name/] [/ for ])
24 //check fields , return parameter and output parameters for
correct values
25 [for( v : Value | tc . testForValue ) ]
26 [if(v. variable . variableType=boolean or v. variable .
variableType = integer ) ]
27 BOOST_CHECK_EQUAL([ v.name/] ,[ v. value /]) ;
28 [/if]
29 [if(v. variable . variableType=real ) ]
30 BOOST_WARN_EQUAL([ v.name/] ,[ v. value /]) ;
31 BOOST_CHECK_CLOSE([ v.name/] ,[ v. value /] , 0.001) ;
32 [/if]
33 [/for]
34 }
35 [/for]
36 [/template ]
44call. After the function call every variable holding a value that needs to be checked will be
checked. For variables in a discrete domain we check for equalities and for ￿oating point
variables we check for similarity. Thus, a test will not fail due to a small rounding error,
but we will generate a warning if a small rounding error occurred (line 30).
454 Evaluation
We implemented the algorithm explained in Chapter 3 as Eclipse plug￿in, successfully
tested it for a set of academic problems, and performed a case study with a real world model
from Airbus. We point out that the transparent interchangeability of solvers is indeed one
of the biggest advantages of the approach presented in this thesis. The limitations of
our approach will be discussed in Section 4.5 as well as missing but easily implementable
features increasing the usability.
4.1 Experiment Description
With the test models presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we performed di￿erent experiments
such as measuring the overall runtime and how it depends on di￿erent parameters of the
algorithms described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. For all academic models we ran the gener-
ated test cases against an implementation and for some of them we manually performed
systematic mutation tests. The details of the performed experiments are described in this
section. The results will be presented respectively for each test model in Sections 4.2 and
4.3.
All experiments have been performed on a standard laptop with an Intel ﬁ core￿i5 quad
core processor and Microsoftﬁ Windows 32 bit operating system.
4.1.1 Runtime Measurement
The total runtime of our algorithm is mainly in￿uenced by two factors: the time necessary
to solve one instance of the mathematical problem and the total count of problems to be
solved during unit test generation. The total count of problems being solved depends on
the model and the parameters used for the Abstract Test Case Generation explained in
Section 3.4. For an acyclic activity diagram there are ￿nitely many control ￿ow paths and
abstract test cases. Assuming an activity diagram with a tree￿like control ￿ow graph of
depth 10 and a fanout of two in each node we get a total of 210 abstract test cases. With
normal breadth ￿rst or depth ￿rst path search we will have to solve one mathematical
program for each abstract test case in order to obtain test data, or ￿nd out that the
control ￿ow path is infeasible. In general, we can say the number of control ￿ow paths
in an activity diagram grows exponentially with the number of decisions in the activity
diagram; so does the number of problems being solved.
For the Abstract Test Case Generation we examine the in￿uence of three parameters on
the overall runtime. That is the maximum path length, the maximum number of test
cases, and the number of unchecked steps. All three of those parameters directly in￿uence
the amount of problems being solved in total and therefore in￿uence the runtime. The
maximum path length bounds the path search in depth and ensures the termination of the
presented algorithm. The e￿ect of this parameter has been explained in detail in Section
3.4.2. For an activity diagram containing at least two di￿erent cycles the number of
abstract test cases grows exponentially with the maximum path length. The total amount
of control ￿ow paths in a graph consisting of two alternative cycles of length a can be
47calculated with equation (4.1) where lm denotes the maximum path length.
blm=ac X
n=1
2n (4.1)
The number of abstract test cases that need to be checked whether valid test data can be
obtained for them grows linearly with the maximum number of test cases. The count of
mathematical problems to be solved is the maximum number of test cases divided by the
chance that any abstract test case found is an infeasible path. Consequently, the overall
runtime should depend linearly on the maximum number of test cases.
The parameter for unchecked steps plays a role when the early infeasible path recognition is
activated (Section 3.4.3). The early infeasible path elimination will cut o￿ a huge amount
of abstract test cases when a sub￿path is found to be infeasible, but it will also slightly
increase the count of problems to be solved in the worst case. We again consider the
tree￿like control ￿ow graph with a fanout of two and a depth of ten. We have to solve one
mathematical program for each abstract test case to obtain the test data and during the
path search we will solve a mathematical program for several sub￿paths. Assuming all 210
abstract test cases are feasible paths the number of problems to be solved is symbolically
given in equation (4.2). lu is the number of unchecked steps.
210 +
10 X
n=lu+1;n=lu+1
2n (4.2)
When we determine already after the third decision one of the 23 control ￿ow sub￿paths
to be infeasible the total number of mathematical programs being solved will reduce by
1
8. The fewer unchecked steps we use, the more mathematical problems will be solved in
vain if all paths are feasible, but the earlier we get the chance to eliminate infeasible paths,
the larger is the fraction of the search space we can directly cut o￿ when an infeasible
path is recognised. The optimal value for the unchecked steps parameter is a trade￿o￿
between solving unnecessarily many mathematical problems and not being able to cut o￿
large portions of infeasible abstract test cases early enough.
The runtime of a single solver run for those test models that require decidable problems
with a tractable algorithm to be solved is usually below 0:1 seconds. For problems with
intractable algorithms the runtime also stays below one second. A slight advantage in
terms of solving speed has a large impact on the overall runtime since the solver consumes
more than 95% of the overall runtime. For undecidable problems there is the problem that
the heuristic might run forever and we need a good time limit for that. When the solver
time limit is set too low, we will interrupt the solver many times too early although it
would have found feasible test data for the current path. This will in total result in fewer
test cases than possible. When the time limit is too large we can waste hours waiting for
the solver and realizing that it will not return.
We measured the overall runtime of our algorithm transforming a UML Activity into a
compileable unit test for each of the models presented in the following section. For every
example model and the case study we varied some of the parameters such as the maximum
path length, the maximum number of test cases, the number of unchecked steps, the used
solver and its options. We plot the graphs and discuss the experimental results in Sections
4.2 and 4.3.
484.1.2 Mutation Testing
For a selection of the academic test models presented in Section 4.2 we manually performed
mutation tests. Therefore we selected a set of expressions from the implementation and
de￿ned mutation operators and applied them systematically to the selected expressions.
For each manually generated mutant we ran the automatically generated test suite and
counted the failed tests.
A selected expression could be the predicate of a control ￿ow statement or an assignment.
As mutation operators we used the replacement of a single operation within the set of
selected expressions. For example we replaced != by == or >= by <=. In every resulting
mutant exactly one operation has been replaced. Since we produced one test case for every
possible control ￿ow path in the activity diagram we expect the generated test to ￿nd most
errors.
4.2 Academic Examples
In order to demonstrate the strength of our approach we built a set of test models. Each test
model requires a di￿erent instance of the mathematical programming problems presented
in the Mathematical Foundations to be solved in order to generate test data. Each solver
is suitable for a set of problems, and for several problems there are multiple solvers that
can be used. We explain of which problem the mathematical program generated for each
test model is an instance and justify which solvers are suitable to solve it.
For each test model we generated test cases with the depth ￿rst search explained in Section
3.4.2 using the early infeasible path elimination explained in Section 3.4.3. With each
selected solver we generated test cases for the test model using di￿erent parameters for the
depth ￿rst search and early infeasible path recognition. We measured the total runtime
of our algorithm and plot the results of the performed runtime measurement experiments
that have been explained in detail in Section 4.1.1. For the case study we also demonstrate
that it is no additional e￿ort to generate boundary values as test data.
Finally, we built a C implementation of the function modelled by the test model and execute
the generated test suite against this implementation. We also manually introduced some
errors into the implementation and veri￿ed that the produced test suite contains test cases
that fail on those errors and that all test pass when the implementation is correct. The
manual mutation testing procedure is explained in more detail in Section 4.1.2.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: we will start Section 4.2.1 with a test model
that requires instances of an easy problem to be solved in order to obtain test data. By easy
we mean decidable problems with a tractable algorithm. Then we will explain in Sections
4.2.2￿4.2.3 how we generated test data for problems that require NP￿hard problems to be
solved. Finally, we will also present in Section 4.2.4 a test model that require an instance
of an undecidable problem to be solved in order to obtain test data. That means we can
only generate test data with heuristic methods.
4.2.1 Triangle Classi￿cator (LP)
We start with a model that contains only linear equations and inequalities and variables
in R. Figure 4.1 shows the activity diagram of a function taking three ￿oating point
values as input and returning a ￿oating point value indicating whether the input variables
could possibly be the side lengths of an equilateral, isosceles, or scalene triangle. The
mathematical problem to solve for this model is a linear program and can be solved with
the simplex method as implemented in Cplex and LPsolve or an interior point method as
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Figure 4.1: Activity diagram of a triangle classi￿cator using only linear arithmetic con-
straints (LP)
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Figure 4.2: Runtime of unit test generation for the two triangle classi￿cator models using
di￿erent solvers
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Figure 4.3: Activity diagram of a triangle classi￿cator using logical operations (SMT)
implemented by Couenne, Minos and Gurobi.
Generating test data for every feasible abstract test case takes for every tested solver less
than one second. There are in total 19 possible test cases resulting from this model.
Figure 4.2 shows the average runtime consumed for test generation from this model using
the mentioned solvers. Couenne is actually targeted at the much more general problem
of mixed integer non￿linear programming and, therefore, performs unnecessary overhead
when used for solving a linear program. Minos and Gurobi implement an interior point
method suitable to solve convex optimisation problems which is almost as fast as the
simplex implementations of LPsolve and Cplex that are specialized for linear programming
and mixed integer linear programming.
We manually performed the mutation testing as described in Section 4.1.2 for this test
model. The following operator replacements have been made in the C code: &&!||,
>!<=, +!-, ||!&&, ==!!=. This resulted in 20 mutants of which 16 have been detected
by our automatically generated test cases. We have checked the remaining 4 undetected
mutants all resulting from the mutation operator &&!|| and found them equivalent; they
therefore can not be detected. That means 100% of the detectable mutants have been
detected successfully.
4.2.2 Triangle Classi￿cator with Logical Constraints (SMT)
Since the formulation of the constraints by means of non￿strict inequalities only is cumber-
some we reformulated the model and used logical operations as well as strict inequalities
in the guards and local post￿conditions and yield the much more intuitive model depicted
in Figure 4.3. The variables are now all in the domain of integers and we used logical op-
erations as well as equalities and inequalities, consequently, this model will be transformed
into an instance of a satis￿able modulo theories problem. Currently there are three solvers
available for AMPL that can handle logical constraints: IlogCP, GeCoDE, and JaCoP.
Since for IlogCP a license is needed we performed our experiments with GeCoDE and Ja-
CoP. In total there are 4 possible test cases to be found and our algorithm took 110ms to
generate all of them using GeCoDE. This time is also listed in the Figure 4.2. JaCoP did
not succeed to solve the problem. We use +10000 and -10000 as upper and lower bounds
for any variable by default. JaCoP exited indicating that too many recursive method calls
have been made. After we reduced the bounds of the variables to 100 JaCoP was able to
solve the problem but took on average 24 seconds. We therefore do not recommend JaCoP
as constraint solver for SMT problems.
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Figure 4.4: Activity diagram of a binary counter incrementing a 4 bit register
4.2.3 Binary Counter (SAT)
In Figure 4.4, we list the activity diagram of a binary counter. The variables s0 to s3 hold
the current state of the counter. The activity models a function with four input arguments
o0 to o3 denoting the target counter state. During execution the function will increment
the binary counter stepwise until the current state of the counter is the same as the target
counter state. Then the function returns. In contrast to the models presented so far this
activity diagram contains a cycle and, consequently, there are in￿nitely many abstract test
cases and we need to bound the Abstract Test Case Generation.
All variables used are in B and we use logical operations in the formulation of constraints.
In addition to the basic logical operations we also used the equality and inequality relation
for boolean variables. The equality of two boolean variables x and y can be expressed as
x^y _:x^:y and the inequality as :x^y _x^:y. We consider the problem to solve in
order to ￿nd test data for this activity an instance of the Boolean Satis￿ability Problem
(SAT). The contained equalities and inequalities could also be considered as expressions
in a theory de￿ning equality and inequality over boolean variables. Consequently, the
formulation could also be seen as SMT instance.
Experiments
We performed several experiments with this example. First, we transformed the UML
activity diagram into an activity test case graph and then into an AMPL model. We
veri￿ed by hand that the constraints in the AMPL model indeed express the same semantic
as the OCL guard conditions and OCL local post￿conditions in the UML model, and that
every embedded OCL constraint contained in the test model shows up in the AMPL model.
We implemented the C function that is modelled by this activity diagram in order to run
the generated unit tests against it later. Then we generated test cases for the model using
GeCoDE and JaCoP. We used the depth ￿rst search algorithm with early infeasible path
recognition as explained in Section 3.4.2 to ￿nd test cases for this activity diagram. We
generated all test cases up to a control ￿ow path length of 80. In the right graph in Figure
4.5, we show the total number of test cases depending on the maximum path length.We
also measured the overall runtime of the unit￿test generation process. On the left hand
side of Figure 4.5 we see the total runtime needed by our algorithm to ￿nd all test cases up
to a given maximum path length using di￿erent con￿gurations as explained in the following
paragraphs. and show the runtime of of our algorithm using GeCoDE and JaCoP
for the model depicted in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Runtime consumed by our implementation to generate all test cases for the
binary counter model depending on the maximum path length. We used depth
￿rst search and di￿erent solvers as well as two alternative model formulations.
Alternative Formulation of Constraints As we have seen, the embedded OCL constraints
contain equalities and inequalities over boolean variables in addition to the basic boolean
operations. We replaced the equalities and inequalities with the equivalent boolean for-
mula. Not all embedded OCL constraints were given in conjunctive normal form. Moreover
the produced AMPL model will nevertheless still contain equalities, due to the continuity
constraints that will be added automatically as explained in Section 3.2.4. We performed
the runtime test also for the slightly modi￿ed model. The result is shown in the left graph
in Figure 4.5. and indicate the runtime of our algorithm using GeCoDE and
JaCoP as solvers for the activity diagram modi￿ed as explained above. depicts the
runtime of our algorithm for the activity diagram as shown in Figure 4.4 using GeCoDE
as solver. When comparing and we see that for the solver it does not matter how
the logical constraints are formulated. Those two plots are almost identical.
E￿ect of AMPL’s Pre￿Solve Phase AMPL tries to tighten the bounds of variables,
eliminate some variables, and also eliminate some constraints that have no e￿ect on the
feasible set before passing the problem to the solver. This step is called the pre￿solve
phase and is activated by default. For the modi￿ed version of the original model we
experienced a serious memory leak in AMPL caused by AMPL’s pre￿solve phase. Thus
we deactivated the pre￿solve phase. The pre￿solve phase caused AMPL to consume huge
amounts of memory; and AMPL crashed when trying to allocate more than two gigabyte.
By deactivating the pre￿solve phase the runtime of our algorithm for the initial binary
counter model using equalities increases by a factor of at least 100. This is due to the
fact that most problem instances can already be identi￿ed as infeasible by the pre￿solve
phase after a few microseconds while solving the problem with a solver at least takes the
time to start the solver in an external process. In Figure 4.5, the plot denotes the
runtime of the algorithm using GeCoDE as solver with the pre￿solve phase enabled and
plots the runtime with AMPL’s pre￿solve phase disabled. Both plots are using the
53initial model. The plots and show the runtime for the modi￿ed model with the
pre￿solve phase deactivated, since it was not possible to generate test data for the modi￿ed
model otherwise. As we can see our algorithm is much faster with AMPL’s pre￿solve phase
enabled.
Mutation Testing For this model we also performed manual mutation testing with the
resulting test suite. We generated the test suite for all paths up to a maximum length of 40
using GeCoDE as solver. The test suite contains 25 test cases. The C implementation of
the binary counter is straightforward consisting of a do while loop and the bit ￿ipping is
done in the loop body. We applied the following mutations to the predicate of the do while
loop in our source code: ||!&&, !=!==, !=!<, !=!>. This results in 15 di￿erent mutants
out of which 10 have been detected by the generated test suite, 66: 6% of the generated
mutants have been detected.
Discussion As already explained in Section 2.2.6 the SAT problem is decidable but in
its general form there is no tractable algorithm for it. Still, our problem size will stay
below the threshold where the solver needs more than a second to solve it. The number
of solver invocations grows exponentially with the maximum path length when generating
one test case per feasible control ￿ow path through the activity diagram. In order to ￿nd
the 49 possible test cases with a control ￿ow path length of up to 70 our implementation
solved 421901 SAT instances. Thus any slight advantage of one solver over the other or
the way to formulate a constraint in terms of solving speed has an enormous impact on
the overall runtime of the algorithm. As we saw during the experiment, replacing equal-
ities and inequalities with boolean formulas has no impact on the runtime but disabling
AMPL’s pre￿solve phase had a negative in￿uence on the overall runtime of our algorithm.
Furthermore, the plots in Figure 4.5 reveal a super￿exponential growth of the runtime of
our implementation although we actually expected only exponential growth of runtime for
our algorithm.
4.2.4 Exploding Tyres (MINLP)
Figure 4.2.4 shows an activity modelling the physical process of pumping air into a tyre.
The relations between volume, amount of air (n), pressure, and temperature are described
by the ideal gas equation. The equations for adiabatic compression of air during one
pump stroke states a non￿convex relation between these physical measures. Additionally
we introduced the boolean variables tyreExploded and tyreMelted, which will be set when
the pressure or temperature inside the tyre raised above a certain threshold. Moreover
we introduce an integer loop counter that determines how many pump strokes will be
executed. This model requires mixed integer non￿linear programs to be solved in order
to generate test data. The solver Couenne from the COIN-OR project is suitable for this
task. Couenne is the only mixed integer non￿linear programming solver we tested.
Runtime Measurement
Mixed integer non￿linear programs are in general undecidable. Consequently, it may hap-
pen that a solver trying to solve an instance of an MINLP runs in￿nitely long. It usually
uses less than one minute to generate a feasible solution for one problem instance. But it
also might run for a very long time or even in￿nitely long.
In Figure 4.7, we depict the overall runtime of the test generation for this model using
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Figure 4.6: Activity diagram with mixed integer non￿linear constraints
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Figure 4.7: Runtime consumed and test cases found by our implementation for the tryre
pump model. We used depth ￿rst search and Couenne as solver. The maximum
path length and the solver time limit have been varied.
55Couenne. For each plot, we used the solver time limit printed in the legend. On the right
hand side of Figure 4.7 we depict the amount of test cases found depending on the time
limit and the maximum path length. Up to a path length of 30 all problem instances had
been solved or found infeasible after less than 20 seconds, thus the set time limits did not
make a di￿erence in the runtime as well as for the number of test cases found up to a
maximum path length of 30. Comparing the run time of our algorithm with di￿erent time
limits for the maximum path length of 60 we recognise that increasing the time limit from
20 seconds to 60 seconds increased the overall runtime by a factor of 2.78 and generated 17
more test cases; those are 9.2% more test cases. Increasing the time limit from 60 seconds
to 600 seconds increased the overall runtime by a factor of 7.67 and produced 11 additional
test cases, which amounts to only 5.4% more test cases. We see that increasing the lime
limit for the solver massively increases the overall runtime, but we gain only very little
more test cases for that. We therefore recommend using 10 to 20 seconds as time limit for
Couenne.
Running the Generated Test Cases
We have implemented the modelled function in C and successfully ran the generated test
cases against it. Although we did not do it systematically for this model we did a few
mutation tests for the test cases generated from this model. The error propagation of very
small errors in the ￿oating point calculations is especially interesting. We see in the model
there is a loop and in every round the values for temperature, pressure, amount of air (n in
the model) are updated depending on the values of those measures before. Consequently,
when one of the calculations has a small error the error will be propagated to all three of
those measures and we see a lot of failed tests due to just one wrong statement. Also for
longer test cases taking the loop multiple times the introduced error is propagated super￿
linearly. In an experiment an error of 0.1 % per loop iteration caused after 5 iterations
an error of more than 0.5%. Similarly, reordering of statements introduced huge errors
in all three measures. And ￿nally, a sub￿optimal calculation plans caused several test
cases to fail due to rounding errors. One might think that the new temperature after
the CoolALittle action could be computed either as temp = (10 * temp + 300) / 11 ;
or as temp = 10 * temp / 11 + 300 / 11 ; . But the automatically generated test cases
revealed that those two expressions do not produce the same results. The rounding errors
of the second version cause all generated test cases to fail.
4.3 Case Study PAX Model (MILP)
Additionally to the arti￿cial test models demonstrating the use of our method for di￿erent
kinds of constraints we also performed a case study with a real world model. We tested our
implementation on a model modelling the PAX call system from Airbus. Out of the model
of the complete product we selected an activity diagram modelling the interaction of the
PAX call system with the In Flight Entertainment (IFE) system. The selected Activity
contains 21 Actions, 24 ControlNodes, and two LoopNodes. Furthermore, there are eight
DataStoreNodes representing function local variables. The model was originally created
with Ategoﬁ Artisan Studio, and used to generate a C implementation from it with a
proprietary code generator from Ategoﬁ. The branching conditions and the code body of
each Action is given in C syntax. All assignments and conditions consist of linear equations
and inequalities only. All variables are in the integer or boolean domain. Consequently,
the constraint satisfaction problem to be solved for test data generation is a mixed integer
56linear program. The solvers Cplex and LPsolve are perfectly suitable for this kind of
problem. Couenne can also be used for this task.
The described algorithm has several parameters, which mainly in￿uence the Abstract Test
Case Generation. We use this case study to evaluate the in￿uence of those parameters
on the runtime of the algorithm. The examined parameters are the maximum length of
control ￿ow paths, the maximum amount of test cases to be generated, and the unchecked
steps before an early infeasible path check is performed during the depth ￿rst search.
4.3.1 Manual Adaptation
In order to generate C++ unit test code with our Eclipse plug-in from the described
model several pre￿processing steps need to be performed manually. We need to convert
the model from Ategoﬁ Artisan Studio into Eclipse UML, add all guards and the local
post￿conditions in OCL syntax, ￿atten the LoopNodes, and replace the DataStoreNodes by
Properties.
Ategoﬁ does not store models natively in XMI format but has an option for exporting
models in XMI format. The Eclipse Modelling Framework natively uses the XMI format
to store models. Each modelling tool uses its own implementation of the UML meta
model and there are slight di￿erences in the implementations making the created models
incompatible with each other. In order to import the model from Artisan in Eclipse we
manually need to remove some objects not recognised by Eclipse and correct some typing
errors in the XMI ￿le. Then we can load the XMI ￿le and browse the model with the
Eclipse Modelling Framework.
Every Action is associated with a C code snippet that is used for code generation. There
are not yet Constraints specifying the pre and post￿conditions of each Action in OCL.
Also the guards do not contain OCL queries. We make an educated guess to add guards
and localPostconditions reproducing the semantics of the C code snippets contained in
the original model. The original model used local C struct variables modelled by the
DataStoreNodes contained by the Activity. Our implementation can handle primitive data
type variables modelled by Properties, consequently we created one Property per ￿eld of
a struct variable. The original model also used arrays. We emulated the behaviour of an
indexed collection by allowing all variables depending on an index to change to an arbitrary
value whenever the index is changed. This may produce wrong behaviour but seemed fair
enough to evaluate our algorithm. The DataStoreNodes will be ignored by our algorithm.
The LoopNodes contain further model elements in their bodyPart reference. Those elements
from the bodyPart are directly included into the parent Activity. The InitialNode and
FinalNodes of the loop body are replaced by decision nodes and directly connected to every
element that was connected to the LoopNode. In order to preserve the loop semantics
additional ControlFlows, DecisionNodes, and counter incrementing Actions are added.
The function specifying which ControlFlow to take after each Action is well￿de￿ned and
de￿ned over the complete domain. Well￿de￿ned means there is no possible state in which
more than one guard evaluates to true, and de￿ned over the complete domain means that
there is no value assignment for which every guard of the outgoing ControlFlows evaluate
to false.
4.3.2 Runtime Measurement Results
We examine the in￿uence of the used solver, the maximum path length, and the maximum
number of test cases on the runtime of our algorithm. The expected e￿ects of those
parameters on the overall runtime have already been discussed in Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.8: Runtime of our algorithm applied to the case study. We measured the runtime
with di￿erent solvers and varied the maximum path length. The runtime as
well as the amount of test cases grow exponentially with the maximum path
length.
Di￿erent Solvers
We plotted the runtime depending on the maximum path length on the left hand side of
Figure 4.8. We performed this experiment with di￿erent solvers. For Abstract Test Case
Generation the depth ￿rst search with early infeasible path elimination and two unchecked
steps has been used. As we see, LPsolve Cplex and GeCoDE are equally fast. Using
Couenne and a maximum path length of 60, our algorithm takes round about three times
the runtime consumed using LPsolve and twice the runtime consumed with Cplex. Keep in
mind that the plot is logarithmic. This might be because Couenne is actually suitable for
the much more general mathematical problem of mixed integer non￿linear programming;
it is not perfectly specialized for mixed integer linear programming. To evaluate the slope
of the exponential growth we also plotted the function A1:2x. The runtime grows almost
perfectly exponential with the maximum path length and the runtime doubles when the
maximum path length increases by 6-7. With a closer look at the graph, we can see that
it is slightly super￿exponential. This might be caused by e￿ects that are inherent to the
computing architecture executing the implementation of our algorithm.
The case study model contains only constraints that are instances of MILP and, therefore,
the solvers always succeed to ￿nd the solution when there is suitable test data for a certain
path. Consequently, our algorithm will produce all test cases up to the given path length
no matter which solver is used. The number of test cases grows equally exponential with
the maximum path length as the runtime. We plotted the number of test cases depending
on the maximum path length on the right of Figure 4.8. This plot is also logarithmically
scaled.
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Figure 4.9: Runtime of our implementation depending on the unchecked steps. The ex-
periment has been performed with depth ￿rst search and Cplex as solver for
di￿erent maximum path lengths
Unchecked Steps
In Figure 4.9, we plotted the overall runtime of our algorithm depending on the unchecked
steps of the early infeasible path elimination. We used Cplex as solver for this experiment
and repeated the experiment for di￿erent maximum path lengths. In the plots we see, up
to a maximum path length of 50 it is not bene￿cial to use early infeasible path elimination
when generating test cases for the case study model. With longer maximum path lengths
the impact of well con￿gured early infeasible path elimination grows. For a maximum
path length of 90 our algorithm con￿gured with the optimal value for the unchecked steps
parameter takes less than one hour to generate all test cases, while it takes several days
when unchecked steps is set to 5 or 6.
Maximum Amount of Test Cases
The runtime of our algorithm is not the only thing that grows exponentially with the
maximum path length. Also the number of control ￿ow paths in the activity diagram
shorter than the maximum path length grows exponentially. We show this e￿ect in Figure
4.8. The number of test cases grows exponentially with respect to almost the same basis
as the runtime and the quotient of runtime and generated test cases grows polynomial. To
illustrate that, we plotted the runtime of our algorithm against the number of test cases
in Figure 4.10. For the plot on the left we used the same data as for the LPsolve plot in
Figure 4.8. The plot is logarithmic on both axis and we can see that the runtime grows
not linearly with the number of test cases, but it grows with an exponent of 1:45.
It would not produce useful test cases to use depth ￿rst search and no limit on the maximum
path length but a limit on the test cases to ￿nd. All generated test cases would over and
over share very long common sub￿paths and other control ￿ows would not be checked at
all. Since this would not be desired in practice, we used the breadth ￿rst search explained
in Section 3.4.2 to evaluate the e￿ect of the maximum amount of test cases on the runtime.
In Figure 4.10, we plot on the right the runtime of our algorithm with breadth ￿rst search,
early infeasible path elimination, and Cplex as solver. The dotted line shows a small section
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Figure 4.10: Runtime of our implementation depending on the number of test cases. Left:
depth ￿rst search. Right: breadth ￿rst search
of the ￿rst plot where the previous data has been reused. As we can see breadth ￿rst search
is considerably slower than depth ￿rst search. The reason for that is that breadth ￿rst
search can not make such a good use of the warm start capabilities of the solvers as depth
￿rst search can. Details of the warm start capabilities have been explained in Section 3.5.5.
In depth ￿rst search between two subsequent solver invocations usually only a small amount
of the constraints change. For breadth ￿rst search it will happen several times during the
infeasible path elimination that all constraints have changed between two subsequent calls
to AMPL. Furthermore, we see that the generation of 9,000 test cases took only slightly
longer than the generation of 8,000 test cases. We currently can not explain this strange
e￿ect.
Boundary Value Analysis
Finally, we also analysed the impact of the boundary value analysis on the runtime of
our implementation. As explained in Section 3.5.6, an additional objective in the AMPL
program has been added that enforces all initialisation values of the test case to be minimal
with respect to the path constraints in the control ￿ow path. In Figure 4.11, we show the
runtime of our algorithm depending on the maximum path length. We use depth ￿rst
search and LPsolve as solver. The runtime with boundary value analysis and the runtime
without boundary value analysis are plotted. Obviously it does not make a di￿erence at
all for the runtime whether we generate values at a speci￿c boundary of the feasible region
or just any feasible points as test data.
This is plausible because the number of solver invocations where really a boundary value
analysis is performed is small compared to the number of total solver calls. For example,
for a maximum path length of 70 there are 1568 test cases. The solver performs the
optimisation only for them. On the other hand, there are 35044 solver invocations in total
including those for the infeasible path elimination and those that recognise an abstract test
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of runtime with boundary value analysis and without boundary
value analysis
case as infeasible. They are performed just in the same way as without boundary value
analysis. The simplex algorithm will ￿rst determine the feasibility and then optimise.
Consequently, only 1
22 of all solver invocations is actually performing some extra work. For
larger maximum path lengths this fraction is declining. For this particular instance of the
mixed￿integer linear programming problem it is particularly easy for the simplex algorithm
to ￿nd the boundaries since there are no interdependencies between the variables. Each
variable in the objective function can just be set to its minimum and no branch￿and￿bound
steps need to be performed.
We de￿nitely recommend to use this feature for mixed integer linear programs in practice
because it really comes at no cost, and one can use this feature to generate test data at
two or more di￿erent boundaries of the feasible set and generate multiple test cases for one
control ￿ow path that check all path conditions for the control ￿ow path.
4.4 Veri￿cation of the Implementation
We claim that the Eclipse plug￿in built aside this thesis implements the algorithm explained
in Generating Unit Tests from a UML Activity. This claim is validated manually by
checking each step separately. We use the academic example models presented in Section
4.2 as test cases to verify each transformation described in Generating Unit Tests from
a UML Activity. From each test model we created manually the intermediate artefacts
that should have been created according to the speci￿cation and compared them to the
intermediate artefacts produced by the plug-in.
4.5 Limitations
We demonstrated that our algorithm is capable of generating ready￿to￿use C unit test from
the test models presented in this chapter. There are still more features to implement and
also limitations that are not easily ￿xed. We divided this section into three parts. First,
we will show which features will provably be never realizable due to theoretical constraints.
61Those are the presented in Theoretical Limitations. Then, we will name features that could
have easily been added to the presented method but are not described in this thesis. And
￿nally, we will show which features could be added if the used libraries and external tools
would provide better support in Limitations of Tool Support.
4.5.1 Theoretical Limitations
The most important source of limitations is undecidability. Although we were able to
produce some valid test cases for a model using undecidable formulas in their local post￿
conditions and guards there will never be an algorithm that is able to automatically produce
one test case for every possible abstract test case in the activity test case graph generated
from such an activity diagram. There will always be some special cases where any applied
heuristic will neither ￿nd a feasible solution nor can generate a proof that there is no
solution to the mathematical program to be solved in order to generate the test data.
If all constraints in the model are instances of a decidable problem it may still be the case
that the algorithm is intractable. In such a case we will have problems with the scalability
of our approach when using exact solvers. The only way out would then be to use a solver
implementing a tractable heuristic instead of an exact method to solve the mathematical
program, which in turn might report some paths to be infeasible although there exists a
solution that would have been found by the exact method.
Another limitation to scalability is the combinatorial explosion of possible control ￿ow
paths through an activity test case graph with growing path length. Unless one decides
to use only a special subset of all possible control ￿ow paths as abstract test cases the
algorithm will always su￿er from exponential runtime and it will also produce a number
of test cases that grows exponentially with the maximum path length.
4.5.2 Limitations of the Implementation
Several features of the UML could have easily been supported by our approach. We con-
centrated on the core idea in this thesis and created a good software architecture allowing
later extensions of our initial concept.
Missing features are support of hierarchical modelling with ActivityCallActions or Struc-
turedActivityNodes. Furthermore, the input language currently does not support opera-
tions on variables with a type other than boolean, integer, or real. Support for arbitrary
datatypes such as enums or objects can be added by modifying the Rigorous Mathematical
Programming step of our algorithm.
Currently as constraints only the ControlFlow’s guard conditions and the Action’s local-
PostConditions are considered. All possible ways to embed invariants and pre￿ and post￿
conditions into an UML model are ignored. This could be ￿xed in the Normalisation step
of the presented algorithm.
Finally, it might not be in the interest of the industrial user that for larger models the test
case generation with our algorithm may take several days and produce several thousand
test cases (for the case study we had produced 83,000 test cases in 13 hours). The genera-
tion of a moderate amount of test cases ensuring full code coverage of the implementation
or ful￿lling some coverage criterion on the input model might be more desirable. To achieve
this a modi￿cation of the Abstract Test Case Generation is necessary.
624.5.3 Limitations of Tool Support
AMPL’s normal use case is mathematical optimisation and throughout the years several
additional features have been added to the language. Unfortunately we do not know about
a single solver capable of handling every constraint that can be expressed with AMPL.
Especially support for SMT formulations using convex optimisation and mixed integer
non￿linear programming as background theory is missing. With the commercial solver
IlogCP it is possible to delegate the solution of sentences in a background theory to Cplex,
which is capable of solving mixed integer linear programs and mixed integer quadratic
programs, yet another specialization of mixed integer non￿linear programming.
The used Eclipse OCL parser by default supports a minimal set of arithmetic operations.
Consequently, it is not possible to support arbitrary arithmetic without modifying the
Eclipse OCL parser.
In theory, the XMI interchange format should enable the exchange of UML models between
di￿erent modelling tools. Unfortunately, the import of UML models into Eclipse exported
by Ategoﬁ Artisan Studio does not yet work ￿awlessly. Consequently, our implementation
is restricted to models generated by Papyrus, a modelling plug￿in for Eclipse, unless one is
willing to spend some manual work to make the exported UML model of third party tools
compliant to Eclipse UML.
635 Outlook and Summary
5.1 Outlook
The presented algorithm and its implementation have potential for improvement. Our ini-
tial concept for boundary value analysis can be extended and become a full grown support
for data based coverage criteria. Therefore we need to implement an algorithm that au-
tomatically generates objective functions from the model. Depending on the desired data
based coverage criterion for each path a suitable set of objective functions can be generated
and used to ￿nd all test data ful￿lling the data￿based coverage criterion.
In order to make an industrial￿strength tool out of this prototypical implementation, one
should improve the scalability of the Abstract Test Case Generation step. Currently we
support an infeasible model structure￿based coverage criterion. When the total number
of test cases to generate depends linearly on the number of edges or nodes in the activity
test case graph, the overall runtime of our algorithm will be reduced to depend polyno-
mially on the number of nodes or edges in the activity test case graph. For example one
can ensure that for each edge there is at least one test case traversing this edge. Or one
can use the test goal management implemented in ParTeG. This allows selecting multiple
coverage criteria that shall be ful￿lled by the generated test suite and steers the test case
generation accordingly [31].
Another potential is buried in the mathematical modelling system. The modelling capabil-
ities of AMPL are currently not used to their full extent. AMPL natively supports arrays
with a ￿xed length. Our current algorithm interprets every Property or Parameter with a
basic data type as a single variable. We could also interpret the multiplicity of Parameters
or Properties and interpret them as arrays of ￿xed lengths. This could be done with almost
no implementation e￿ort.
Besides arrays AMPL also natively supports more mathematical operations than those
that are prede￿ned in basic OCL and via an external library support for a huge selection
of scienti￿c arithmetic functions is available. By extending the OCL parser, functions like
sin, exp, and di￿erent probability distributions can easily be made available to the for-
mulation of constraints.
Another improvement which is also provisioned is the handling of object type variables.
This would need some modi￿cations in the way how activity test case graphs are trans-
formed into AMPL models and also requires an extension of the OCL subset that is ac-
cepted as input language for constraints.
Finally, the transformation from UML into an activity test case graph could be extended
such that more modelling elements from the UML are supported. Support for Activi-
tyCallActions or LoopNodes can be added by inlining the referenced activity of an Ac-
tivityCallAction or the body of a StructuredActivityNode. We can also support arbitrary
DataTypes by allowing a user￿de￿ned mapping of data types to one of the basic data
types: boolean, integer, or real. For example, the user could use the DataTypes named
‘uint8’, ‘uint16’, and ‘uint32’; one can de￿ne in the model that they are integers with a
speci￿ed value range.
655.2 Summary
We presented an approach for automated generation of unit test from UML activity and
class models. The presented approach consists of ￿ve steps transforming an UML activity
diagram into a unit test through four intermediate artefacts. We also speci￿ed at least one
algorithm for each step and demonstrated the practicality of our approach by implement-
ing it as Eclipse plug-in and applying it to a set of academic test models and a model of
a real industrial software implementation from Airbus. With mutation testing we demon-
strated that the presented approach is useful and fully working. We examined in detail
the in￿uence of di￿erent parameters of our algorithm on the total runtime and performed
a parameter tweaking.
We presented an e￿cient way to integrate state￿of￿the￿art constraint solvers and provide
support for a wide variety of mathematical problems. Depending on the speci￿c needs of
the modeller we can allow a wide variety of constraint expressions to be used in the test
model. All constraint solvers are accessed via a common interface, thus, making it easy to
exchange the constraint solver and selecting the one that is most suitable to generate test
data for one speci￿c activity diagram. We presented several example models, each hold-
ing constraints that are instances of a di￿erent mathematical problem. We argued which
solver is suitable for which model and also measured the runtime of the implementation.
We clearly saw that the automatic test data generation is especially fast when constraints
are speci￿ed in terms of a decidable theory with a tractable algorithm, for example, linear
programming. On the other hand we also successfully demonstrated test data generation
for models whose constraints are formulated as instances of an undecidable problem, for
example, mixed integer non￿linear programming. Although it is in general possible with
our approach to generate test data for models with undecidable constraints it can be much
more time consuming than generating test data for models with decidable constraints and
it is not guaranteed that an existing solution will be found. We recommend restricting one-
self to linear inequalities or another decidable constraint formulation, if that is possible.
One should use mixed integer non￿linear constraints or SMT formulas with an undecidable
theory only for small models and if it is unavoidable.
We have presented a concept for early infeasible path elimination during generation of ab-
stract test cases and examined its impact on the overall runtime of our algorithm. We have
also examined the in￿uence of several parameters on the runtime of our implementation.
Using early infeasible path elimination with two unchecked steps massively reduces the
runtime of our algorithm especially for larger models when one test case is generated for
every feasible path with a maximum path length of 60 control ￿ows or more. Of course,
those results strongly depend on the activity diagrams used for this examination, but we
assume that our case study model is a good representative of actual models occurring in
practice.
Finally, we argued that with the presented approach it is possible to steer the generation
of test data in a way that boundary values are produced with no additional e￿ort. It is
common knowledge that the use of boundary values as test data tends to trigger existing
bugs with a higher probability. Thus we improved the quality of the generated test cases
with a minimal additional e￿ort.
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